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PREFACE 
The methodology of va riable structure wi t h sliding mode is proven to b e very successful in 
cOlltrolling uncerLaill continuous-time dy namica l systems . Wheu t he system is sampled or 
purely discrete, t he inva riancc property of sliding mode, which is origina lly a co ntinuous-
time concept, no longer hold and the reaching condiLion has to be modified to a llow a 
pseudo-sliding mode. Moreover, t.he state dependency of parametric uncertainties makes 
t.he sat isfact ion of reaching condi t ion considerably more difficult especially in mul t ivar iable 
systems. These difficulties have or-fered challenges that attracted a greaL deal of research 
inte rests. This thesis presents theo retica l results on the discrete variable structure control 
of IIncertain linear multivariable systems using the concepts of sliding mode and switching 
sec t.or. It considers both the stale and output feedback cases for systems with addi t ive 
uncer taint ies and the state feedback case for systems with parametric uncertainties. The 
t hesis abo presents a sliding surface design procedure fo /' single-input systems based on the 
version of discrete va riable struct.u rc conl.rol developed by OJ'. Eduardo Misawa. 
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1.1 Background and Motivations 
T he problem of cont rolling uncer ta in continuous- t ime dynamical system~ has been t he sub-
ject of research act iv ity for many ym rs (Gu tman [19), ULkin [42], Corless and Leitmann 
[8], Sloti ne [3G)) . By virtue of increas ing availabili ty of low cost digital computers, for the 
past decade, a t remendous a mo unt of work has been devoted to the p roblem of stabiliz ing 
L1 1H;e rLaill discrete-Lime systems with bounded uncerta inties of deterministic nat ure. Deter-
minist ic, s t at (~ space approach based work ca n be roughly class ifi ed into t h re calegories. 
Fi n.;t, ins pired Ly t he success of variaLle sL ruct ure w lI t m l wiLh slidi ng mod e for ullce rta in 
conl. ill uous-time sys tems (U tkin [4 3], DeCarlo el al. [11], Zinober [54]) , ma ny inves t.igalors 
a LtcllIpLed to extend th is llo l,jon to sampled-da ta or discrete-t ime systems (S ira-Ram irez 
[:35], Su et al. [40], Koshkouei and Zinober [22], Misawa [27]) . Second, a number of inves-
tigators reta ined (,he idea of va riable structure by introducing t he use of switchiug sec to?', 
illsu called sliding sector or switching region, ill p lace of slid in g s urface (Furu ta [15], YII 
[51]' P an and Furu ta [31], Wa ng et al. [48]). T hird, a number of investiga tors employed the 
direct method of Lyapunov in synthes izing stabilizing controllers (Corless and Manela [7], 
Magana and Zak [24]) . 
In sampled-da ta :-;ystems, the control signal space shrinks from (£2[0, 6.t]) ffi to R7n ) 
whe r'e D1 : 6 l , a nd Tn are the Lebesg ue space, the sampling period , and th ~ nnrnb er of 
cont ro l inpu ts respectiv ly (Su el al. [38]) . T hus, the cont roller is inherently less capable 
than the continuous one a nd liding mode is hardly achieved under nonideal conditions. 
If 6t is sufficiently small, the sampling effect is insignifi cant and the state can be k pt 
::>ufficiently close to the sliding surface with a continuous-time sliding mode control law. 
Unfor t unately, no general result i available to date on the upper bound of tlt so that the 
sampling effect can be "safely" ignored. Although it is shown by Su et al. [38] t hat the 
state can be maintained in t he vicinity of the sliding surface up to at leas t O(tltq ) 1'0), 
some positive q depending on the situation , t his does not imply that the system is BTBO 
stable because the state may st ill go unbounded along the vicinity of the sliding surface. 
A study conducted by Yu [51] based on the Lya punov exponents method (Gra ntha m and 
Athal ye [18]) shows that a suffic'iently small 6t may still cause chaot ic behavior. It is 
t.herefore necessary to analyze auel des ign discrete variable structure systems in a complete 
d iscre te-ti me fram ework. 
As a result, several reaching conditions specifically tailored for the existence of pseudo-
sliding mode are proposed . From a geometric viewpoint, currently there are two kinds of 
pseudo-sliding mod e. For systems with additive uncertainties, i.e. uncertainties that can 
be bo unded by constants, pseudo-sliding mode usually refers to a subset in the st aLe space 
wiLiJ uniform thickness, poss ibly a bo u.nda1·Y laye7'. Meanwhile, for sysLems with paramet ric 
Illl ce rtaint ies, i.e. uncertainties with sLate dependent bounds, pseudo-sliding mode refer:; to 
i'l switcbing sector whose thickness grows with the magnitude of the staLes. Switching secLor 
is adopted mainly because the effect of parametric uncertainties is more severe as the states 
arc located fa r ther from the origin. T his does not allow the use of boundary layer with 
uniform thickness. T he termin ology of swi t.ch ing ":;edor" acl.ually originates frolTI second 
order systems. Tn general , its shape depends on the particular control law and the number 
of sectors may depend on the number of inputs as well. 
Convent ionally, sliding mode is defined as the inte rsect ion of m sliding hy perplanes 
(Utkin and Young [45]) , which results in perfect invariance to matched uncertainties fa)' 
colltinuous-time s.vs tems. When it comes t.o discrete-time, additive uncertainties can easily 
dest.roy the discrete sliding mode and one has to seek help from other means, possibly 
t lin.lllgh lin ear control des ign strategies, t o attenuate the effect of u ncertai nt ies. However, 
of tile existing discrete variable structure control schemes for linear rIlllltivariable systems , 
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onl y n - m eigenvalues of the dynamics on the !:iliding surface can be freely ass igned (Su et 
al. [3 ], C ha n [5], Koshkouei a nd Zinober [22]) . This imposes a certain level of difficul t ies 
ill the des ign of sliding surface. Fw-thermore, most exist ing work considers th e case where 
fllll state feedback is ava ilable . To date, very few work exis ts for discrete variable structure 
systems with observers. 
1.2 Scope and Contributions 
The scope of t his research covers the di screte control of uncertain linear multivariable sys-
1,em s using the theory of variable s tructure with sliding mode and with switching sector. 
Por systems with additive uncer ta int ies, both t he state and output feedback cases are stud-
ied, as opposed to sys t.ems wi th parametric uncerta inties, where the state feedback case is 
stud ied. Slidillg surface design prob lem is a lso considered. High lighted below are the major 
colltributions of this research. 
• Th e development of a state feedback discre te variable structure control technique 
for linear multivariable systems with additive uncertainties. In contrast to ex ist-
ing sch emes, it ut ilizes one sliding hyper plane regardless of the number of in puts. 
1 his att ribu te en hances the design freedoms of tracking error dy namics ins ide t he 
boundary layer while preservin g tl,e same robustness properties. II; allows the use of 
well-ei:itablished li near cOll t rol design sLraL<!g il!S Illicler a lIJi no r e igenvalue constra int . 
• The exte nsion of the technique to im:orporate a prediction observer with uncertainty 
esti mat ion to make the controller practically reliazable. The resu l t ing observer-based 
controller guarantees the att rac tiveness and invariance of the es timated bo un dary 
layer, which is dynamic i-wd parallel to t he sliding hyperpl a ne. Linear control design 
strategies can then be e mployed under the eigenvalue constra int. 
• T he development of a state feedback discrete variable structure control technique fo r 
linear lnul t ivariable systems wi t h parametric uncertainties using t he concept of swi tch-
ing sedor. Potentia l stabili ty problemi:i with existing schemes are avoided. Global 
uniform asy mptot ic stability tnay be ach ieved despite the noninvari ance of switch ing 
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sector . 
• The development of an optimal sliding surface design procedure for s ingle- input system 
ba ·ed on t lte LQR technique which allows the prespecifi cat iol\ of the desired real 
eigen value. 
1.3 Thesis Outline and Notations 
Thi~ t hesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter 1 briefly overviews the problem of 
discrete variable structure control of uncertain dynam ical systems and summarizes the ac-
complishment of this research. Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature on discrete var iable 
struc ture cont rol and on .sliding surface design. 
Tn Chapter il: a state feedback discrete variable structure control law for linear mul-
tivariable systems with additive uncertainties is derived. Its convergence properties and 
related design issues are discussed. Extens ions of the results to the output feedback case 
arc given in Chapter 4, where the properties of the observer-based controller with the usc>, 
of prediction observer with uncertainty estimation are investigated. 
Chapter 5 presents a state feedback discrete variable structure control law using switch-
ing sector for linear rnultivariable s'ystems with pa.rametr ic un certa inties . hap ter G presents 
all optimal sliding surface des ign procedure based Oil LQR t.echnique faT single- in put sys-
terns. 
Examples used to illustrate the effect iveness of the proposed controllers and sl iding 
surface des ign procedure are given in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 lists the concluding 
rernarks of this work and suggest ions for future research . 
Thro ughout the thesis, the following conventions are adopted for the vector and matrix 
norrns unless otherwise specified: Let x E RH and A E R mxTL. Then the Euclidean 2-norm 
of :J; is denoted by Il xll and the induced 2-norm of A is denoted by II AII . In addition, [aij ] 




2.1 Discrete Variable Structure Control with Sliding Mode 
Early papers on di::;crete-t ime sliding mode control exam ined the reaching or hi tting con-
ditions. Milosavljevic [25] has poi nted ou t that the samp ling process limits the exis t ence 
of ideal sliding mode in the digital implementation of sliding mode contro llers. I n light 
of thi::; , de fi ni t ions of quas i-slid ing mode, pseud o-slid ing mode, discrete slid ing mode, and 
co llvergent discre te slidillg mode hav(~ b een sugges ted and the co nd itions for t he ex is tence 
of s ti ch modes have been in vest igated . I n part icular , Milosav lje vic [25] proposed (,he idea ur 
quas i-sliding mode and presented a reach inp; cond it ion modified from the cont inuous- time 
leach ing cOlld i1.ioll. However , it is shown in Sira-Ra rni rez [:35] and Yu [51] [52J th at this 
colldi t ion guarantees only t.h e s tates to ap proach a nd/ or to cross t he s li d ing surface, whkh 
may allow an unst able slidi ng mo de. Sap turk et at. [34J suggested a reachin g wndi tion 
Li laL is widely used in current DVS C research. K oshkouei a nd Zinober [22J clarified the 
concept of discrete- t ime sliding mode a nd present.ed severa l new sufficient condi tionl-i for 
til e ex istence o f discrete-\,ime slidi ng mo de. 
As a pa rt of this researcb, versiuns o f" d iscrete- t ime sliding mode cont rol (DSMC) or 
di scrl!le var iable s truc ture contro l (DVSC) schemes for linear systems b ased on t he sliding 
mod e co ncept have been p roposed. Most of t hese schemes cons idered single-input systems. 
C hall [4] propo!-i, ~d a DSMC strategy tbat ensures sli di ng mode to be achieved expo nentia lly 
Cast to keep t he system ro bust . Sira-Ra mirez [35] inves tigated t he behavior of t he nonli n-
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ear DVSC in quasi-sli ding mode. Paden and Tomizuka [30] proposed a DVSC technique 
wi t h parabolic slidillg surface for posi t ion control of second order systems with parametric 
uncertainties. Chan [5] proposed a linear feedback control law, developed using the delta 
opera tor, to achieve discrete slidi ng mode or qu as i-sliding mode for systems with no uncer-
ta int ies. Next, he developed an adaptive DSMC for linear systems in state-space fo rm [61 . 
Gao et at. [1 G] developed a version of DVSC for system wi th no uncertaint ies. Koshkouei 
and Zinober [21] proposed a DSMC for system with addi t ive uncertaint ies. Pradkov and 
Furuta [12] analyzed the behavior of a number of control schemes under both deterministic 
an d stochastic disturbances . Us ing the concept of time delay control, Co rradini and Orlando 
[9] developed a DVSC for systems wi th both matched parametric and additive un certain-
t ies . They ass umed that t he rate of change of the matched uncert ainties is considerably 
slower than the sampling rate. Misawa [27] proposed a DSMC for nonlinear systems with 
unmatched uncertainties and uncertain control vector. The linear case of the above DSMC 
is t.reated in Misawa [28], where t racking control under additive uncertaint ies is considered . 
To ex plicit.ly account fo r computational delay inherent in any digital implementation , the 
prediction observer-based DSMC is proposed by Misawa [26]. 
A number of DVSC schemes considered multiple-'input systems. Kaynak and Denker 
[2 0] developed a DVS C for a cla::;s of nonli near systems. Su et al. [40J proposed a non linear 
DSMC for matched uncerta in t ies . The linear ca::;e was treated in Su et at. [38], where it 
was shown that the states can be maintained in the vicinity of the sliding surface up to 
at leas t. O(6t 2 ). They later proposed the use of pre-filtering and po.s tAllter ing setLing.s Lo 
elilliina Le chattering while en::;n ring the robu::;Lnes::; of DSMC [39]. Koshkouei and Zinober 
[221 proposed a DVSC for ::;ystel1ls wi t h additive uncertainties. T hey showed that if sliding 
mode call occur, the system::; behavior will be governed by 11 - m eigenvalues. Utkin [44] 
presented several DSMC design for linear systems, infinite-dimensional systems, and systems 
with delays. Chan [5] proposed DSMC which is robust against slowly varying pert urba tions 
while Fu.iisaki el al. [14] proposed a DSMC for sys tems with no uncertainties. Yu et al. [50] 
proposed a DVSC with all adapt ive discrete reaching law and a periodic convergence law 
for systems wit h no ullcerLain1.ies . 
On the other hand, a number of investip;ators applied the discrete sliding mode co ncept 
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Lo sys tems represented by input-output models. Pieper and Goheen [32] developed a DSMC 
for 'ystems described by ARMA models while Suzuki and Furuta [41] t udied t he hyperplane 
of t he discrete variable struct ure systems by usi ng ollly illPut a nd output signa ls . 
2.2 Discrete Variable Structure Control with Switching Sec-
tor 
DVSC using the concept of switching sector for system wi th parametric uncerta inties has 
b ee n the sub jec t of a number of inves tiga tors. The earliest work is by Furu ta [1 5] . He 
des igned a DSMC for single-input systems and provide a co ndition on t he stabili ty of the 
equiva lent dynamics on the hyperplane. Wa ng a nd Wu [47] considered the work of Furuta 
an d p resented a simpler control law. T hey used the co ncept of equilibrium po int of the 
d iagona lized system to determine the ::;witching region which results in explicit reduct ioLJ 
o f chat ter ing. Yu [51] analyzed some of t he inherent properties peculiar to DVSC a nd 
developed a DVSC that enables the e liminat ion of chat tering as well as divergence from the 
swi tchi ng hyperpla ne. Pan and FUI' uta [31 J presented a robust DVSC and presented a robust 
stability criter ion for system illside the switching ::;ectoJ'. Wa ng el al. [48] proposed a DVSC 
an d introduced t he concept o f locating t he equi librium point o f the lI omina l subsystem 
O il each hyper plall e para llel to the slidiug hyperpla ne ou(,sidc the switching sector. Tn a 
late r paper , th ey generalized the res ul t to multiple- inpul systems [4G]. Lee a nd Wang [23J 
proposed a DVSC for lIlodel-foll owing systems wi t h no uncertainties. 
2.3 Sliding Surface Design 
Several slid ing surface des ign techniques for DSMC 0(' DVSC ha ve been proposed. For 
s'ingle-inpul systems, Ri chter el al. [33] solved the e igenvalue assignment problem for tJ] ·· 
equi valent dynam ics ins ide the houndary layer and proposed t he use of LQ technique in th e 
desig n of slidi ng surface. Pan and Furuta [31] proposed the Ilse o f LQR technique in the 
des ig ll or sliding sector. For m'ult i ]ile-inpul systems, Spurgeon [37J proposed an advanced 
hyperplane des ign methodology based on t he Lyapunov approach. 
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Chapter 3 
Additive Uncertainties: The State 
Feedback Case 
Tn Lhis chapter , a state feedback discrete variable s tructme control technique for linear mul-
l.i var iable systems with additive un certainties , a generalizat ion of the result for single-in put 
syst e ms by Misawa [28]' is pl'e::>ented. JL is shown that t he bo undary layer under the control 
law is attract i ve and invariant. Discussion on the eigenvalue con..'3traint in variable st ructure 
systems, rollowed by comparison on the use of one hyperplane a nd mu lti ple hyperplanes are 
t hell made . It, is shown tha t the tracking error dynamics ins ide the linear region, namely 
L1w b oulldary layer, can l)e matched wi~li any dyna mics having the state feedback forlll 
Ill)(ll!l" t.h e e igenvalue constrain!.. This chapter ends wiLh discussion on des ign issues iLlld 
cO llclusion on stabilit.y. 
Co ns ider the following discrete- t ime linear n"IUlt,ivariable syst.em which may be obtained 
by di::>cretizing its conLinuow;-t.ime equivalent with sampling period b.l: 
:I;(k + 1) = A1;(k ) + Bu(k) + Do'wo(k) (a.l) 
where :I; E R U is t he state vector , v. E RTn is the input vector, a nd 1J)o E RqQ is the 
additi ve uncertainty vector. A , R ) and Do are perfectly known consta nt. matr ices with 
appropri ate dimensions with B = [E l I B2 1 ... I Em], Bi E Rr., and the matching co ndition 
rallk( [B Do ]) = rank(B) not neces::;arily sat isfi ed, i.e . the add it ive un certainties may occur 
1I0 t. only on Lite control channels. T he object ive is 1.0 find a suitable control input u(k) so 
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that x (k) will track a known de ired trajectory xd(k). 
Assumption 3.1. The system (3.1) satisfies the following condit ions: rallk(B) = m, the 
pa ir (A, 8) is controllable, and. 100 (1-.;) is h()ullded. 
Assumption 3.2. The des ired t rajectory xd(k + 1) is "consistently generated" by a lTIod.el-
based xd-generator (Misawa [28]) using the nominal system 
where 1id(k) is the hypothetical inpu t. 
3.1 Attractiveness and Invariance of Boundary Layer 
Definition 3.1. Let the tracking error i E R n, the sliding fun ction s E R, the sliding 
slllfacp S C R TL , the bOLludary layer B C RT\ {,he saturatioll function, and ~h e Sir;llum 
('Il nd ian be respectively defined as 
1(1.; ) a;d(k) - x (k) 
s(k) Gx (k) 
S = {i ::; = G:i: = II} 
B { x : 1.'11 = IGi l ::; ¢ , (/) > O} 
sat (~ ) { sgn(s) , lsi > ¢ = :; j¢ ls i ::; ¢ , 
+ 1 ,<; > n 
sgn (s ) () s= U 
- 1 s < O 
where ¢ is t.he boundary layer thickness. 
Assumption 3.3. The row vector G is c1eterrni ned such that G Hi =f=. 0, 1 ::; i ::; m and 
II GII = 1. 
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Theorem 3.1 (Attractiveness and Invariance of B with State Feedback). Consider 
the system {3.1} and let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 hold. I] the contr'ollaw is chosen as 
u(k) = (BT B) -l BT(Xd(k + 1) - AXd (k)) 
( S(k) ) +r - 1 M (Xd (k) - x (k)) + r - 1 [( sat, ¢ (3.2) 
r = diag(GB 1, GB2 , ... ,GBm) , r E R mxm (3.3) 
M T M E R mxn , /Ji E R n (3.4) = [p' l I J.l '2 I ... I/Lm]' 
nt 
L T tLi = G(A - T) (3.5) 
1=1 
J{ [Kl (('2 .,. K m]T , K E R m, Ki E R (3.6) 
Tn 
L ((i = Kr:. =, + 2tlt£ , £> 0 (3.7) 
i= l 
¢ > , + tll f. ( :~.8) 
, > IGDow,,(k) 1 (:~.9) 
where K i '8 ar'e the sliding gains and, -is the bo·u.nd on 'Uncertainties, then B is attractive 
anrlinva1'ianl , -i . e. the1'e exists a ks sach thlll x(k) E B Jor all k ~ ks . Tn particular, s (k) 
IlSY1lL7Jlot'ically apTJ1"Oaches S if'lJ) f)( k ) = O. 
P1"Oo.f. Co nsider a LyaplIllov fUll ctio ll candida te V(k) = s2(k), Is(k)1 decreases monotoni-
call y if t. he foll ow ing ineq uali ty holds: 
V (k + 1) < V(k) :::} [tl .s(k) + 2.s(k)]tls(k) < (), Vs (k):f () (:1.10) 
where tls(k) = s(k + I} - .<;(1.;). Usill).!; Eljs. (3.2) , (:3. 5), alJd (;).7), tl .s (k) is obtained as 
TTL In 
- LI.1.{(;J;d(k) - :I;(k)) - L T<i sat(s (k)l¢) - GDvwo(k) - G(xd( k) - x(k)) 
i= 1 i= 1 
It follows from Ass umpLion 3 .2 that dJe fi r::> t t erm in t he above expression va nish(J::> , i.e. 
Thcl'dore, 
tl.s {k) = - K,£ sat(s(k)/¢) - GDowo(k) (3.12) 
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a nd t he left -hand s ide of inequa li ty (3.10) can be written as 
[ - K~ sat(s(k) f¢) - GDowo(k) + 2s(k)][-KEsat(s{k)j¢) - GDowo{k) ] (3.13) 
For s(k) > ¢, let s(k) = ¢ + ( d k) where ( 1 (k) > O. Also, ill view of Eqs. (3. 8) and (3.9) , le t 
¢ = "( + t:J.l( + 6 a nd 6(k) = "( - GDowo(k) where 6 ~ 0 and 0 ~ 6(k) ~ 2"(. Express ion 
(3 .1 :3) t.hen becomes 
[-"( - 2t:J.1,( - GDowo (k) + 2"( + 2t:J.t f. + 26 + 26 (k)][ - J - 2t:J.t€ - GDowo(k)] 
=:;, [6(k) + 26 + 2( I( k) ][6(k) - 2"( - 2t:J.i€] 
, V' ' , v'---' 
po.~ i l iv e n egrltive 
which implies that inequ ali ty (3.10) is sat isfied. Similarly, for s(k) < - ¢ , let s(k) = 
- cp - 6 (k) where ( l(k) > O. Along wit.h t.he definitions of 6 a nd 6(k), express ion (3.13) 
becomes 
b + 26.1. f. - GDo'l.l!o (k) - 2"( - 2t:J.tc - 26 - 2(1 (k) ]b + 2t:J.t€ - GDowv(k)] 
=;> [6( k) - 2"( - 26 - 26(k)][6 (k) + 26.tf.] 
, v ' '--v-' 
negativ e positivt;: 
which inlpJies that ineqll aJi ty (a.IO) is aga in satisfied. This concludes that B is a ttractlve , 
i.c. ror all i lk) 1. B, there exist.s a ),;S > k such ~ha t i lks) E B. Next , [o r Is(k)1 :::; ¢ , let 
s(k ) = ( 1(k )¢ where - 1 _ ( 4 (k) ~ I. Then, frolIl Sq. (:1. J 2) alld definition of 6 o lle has 
.<; (/'; + 1) = (1 - K Ef ¢ )s(k) - G Dowo (k) 
= ( - t:J.~f.+~~ )(tl(k)b+t:J.tE+ 6 ) - GDo'Wo(k) "( + i f + :2 
=:;, Is (k + 1)1 < 1- .6.t €~4 (k)1 + 16~4(k) 1 + IGDo11lo (k)1 :::; 6t f. + ~2 + "( = (/) 
HelIce , B is invarian t, i.u. if ilks) E B, I,hen x(l.; ) E B for all k > ks. F inally, it. i::; obvious 
from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) that - 1 < (1 - K E/¢) < 1 which implies that 8(k) is a s table fin; t 
()l'lh~ ]' fil ter t hat asymptotically approaches S if wu(k ) = O. o 
Corollary 3.1. With the control law stated in Theorem 3.1, the closed-loop tracking error 
dyrwmics can be classified as Jollmvs: Jar 8(~;) o1Llside B, 
i lk + 1) = Asx (k ) - Br-1 Ksgn(Gx(k)) - Do'Wo(k) ; (3.14) 
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/01' s(k ) inside B, 
and JOT 8(k) on S with 'Wa(k) = 0, 
where 
x (k + 1) = Asx (k) : 
A - 8r- 1 M 
A - Br- 1(M + ¢-l KG} 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3 . .17) 
(3. 18) 
Thu,s, As r'erJresents the linear port·ion of the dynamics fo7' s(k ) outside l3 as well as the 
dynamics in slid'in!} mode 'while Aeq represents lhe dynamics f01' s(k) inside B. 
Pmof. By stra ight forward verifi cat ioll: 
~T; (k + 1) = [I - B(BTB)-1 BT](Xd(k + 1) - AXd(k)) + [A - Br-I M ] x (k) 
-Br- 1 K sat (Gx (k)j¢) - Dowo(k) 
T he firs t t erm in t he above expression vanishes in view of Eq, (3.11) a nd t he res ults fo llow 
immed ia t.ely from the defi ni t ion o f sa t (-) fun ctioll. 0 
R em a rk 3.1. Til t he single-inpu t case, m = 1, WI = G(A - T), K l = K r" a nd B I B , 
A Iso, BT in the fi rs t te rm of the control law (3.2) can be replaced hy G , s ince 
(B'[' B) - I RT(xr/(k + J) - A:Cd( k)) 
(BTB )- l BT (Bui/ (k)) = ud(k) = (GB )- l G(Xd(k + 1) - AXd(k )) (3,]9) 
'!'IIItS, t il e cont rol law (~L2) red uces La 
I(( /.:) = ((; B )- 1 [G ((l - A )x (fi; ) + xd(k + 1) - xd(k)) + K r, sa t ( s~) )] (3.20) 
wllicb is the same as tha t of Misawa [28]. Moreover, t he t. racking erro r d ynamics s ta ted in 
Corollary 3. 1 for s(k ) a ll S wit.h 'Wo(k ) = 0 and for 8(k) inside B reduce to 
x (k + 1) = (3.21 ) 
x (J;; + 1) (3.22) 
res pectively Wllich a re the same as that or Furuta [15] and Rich ter et ai. [3:3], 
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Remark 3.2. I t can be seen frOlll Eq. (3.19) t hat the first term in the control law (3.2) is 
ac t ua lly the hypothetica l input ud (k). This term is used instead because it is usually more 
convenient 1.0 work wi th signa ls X d ra ther than Ud. 
3.2 The Eigenvalue Constraint 
The attractiveness and invariance of l3 is not sufficient for t he stability of t he val'iable 
sl.J'll cture systems. Tn addition, the equivalent matrix Aeq should be determi ned so that the 
tntckin g error dyn amics illside l3 is a'ymptot ically stable in the absence of uncertainties . 
Since Ae'l defin ed in Eq. (3 .1H) has the form of A - B F , well-established linear control 
design st rategies such as pole placement, LQR, Hoo etc. can be applied to determine the 
feedback gain maLrix F. As shown below, this is possible under the eigenvalue constmint. 
Definition 3.2. Tn variable st ructure systems, the eigenvalue constraint is the restrict ion 
that t.he matrix representing the linear dynamics on the sliding surface S or ins ide t he 
boulldary layer l3 cannot have a ll eigenvalues lJeing complex. 
This fact is best illustra ted by co nsidering a continuous-time second-order system de-
scribed by 
Sllppose the sliding surface, bouudary layer tllickness, a nd the variable s t ructure con trol 
law are respectively designed as 
0.1 
{ 
-(GcBc)-IGcA cxr: (~) - sgn(sc(t)) 
- [1 OJxc(t ) 
Isc (t )1 > rPc 
Isc(t)l ~ rPc 
so th a t the linear dynamics inside the bo undary layer is governed by a pair of complex poles 
a t - 1 ± j. T he phase plane plot for difrereni ini t ia l conditions is shown in Figure 3.1. It can 
be seen that the at tract iveness of' t he b oundary layer a nd the nat ure of a stable foc us cause 
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X (1 ) 
c , 
Figure 3.1: Pha se plane plot of a continuous-Lime ~econd-order variable structure ~yste rn 
wit.h a pair of complex poles ins ide th e bound ary layer 
the t.rajecto ri es to "slide" a long the edges of the bOllnda ry layer a nd then approach the origin 
:-.pi ra lly. This und e 'irable effec t ind icates that rnaki ng the sliding fun ction decay alld plac in p; 
a pair of compl ex poles for Lhe dyna mics inside the boundary layer are conIli<.:1,in g object ives. 
T his ltoLion can be si mply extended to higher, even order systems wiLh a ll e ige nvalues being 
complex. Also, t.his c'igeuval'lJ, e consinlin t arises despite the thickness of j,he boundary layer 
sinn·~ s riral behavior in lin ear syste ms is global. Moreover , it is independent o f how L IlI~ 
control is derived, but an intrinsic natlU'e of var iable ~Lructure control with lineal' dynamics 
Oil t he sliding ~urface S or inside the boundary layer B. 
3.3 One Hyperplane versus Multiple Hyperplanes 
Tile sliding regime in lTIulLivariable systems is tradit iona.lly defined as the intersection of m 
hyperpla nes and depending on the approaches, either each of the hyperplanes or just the 
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intersection is made attractive. This convention is al 0 followed in exis ting discrete variable 
structure control schemes (Su et al. [38], Chan [5], Koshkouei and Zinober [22]), which 
allows only n - m eigenvalues to be freely assigned , with the remaining m eigenvalue a t 
zero. T his eigenvalue assignment constraint is usually tolerable for continuous-time sy teltlt) 
b ecautie perfec t invaria nce to matched uncertainties is obtained as a t rade-off. Since perfect 
in variance no longer holds for di screte-time systems , unless if m = n where the sliding regime 
is t rivially defined as the sLate space origin t hen achieving a "degraded" sliding mode means 
I.hat the tracking error is small. O therwise, there is no significant advantage in confining the 
error wit hin t he neighborhood of an n - m dimensional sliding regime as opposed to that of 
an n - 1 dimensional one using one hyperplane. Besides , for approach that makes each of 
the hyperpl anes attractive, the system w:iually tiuffers from "jagged" motion in the reaching 
phase because the trajectory mutiL reacb the first hyperplane and then slide along t hat 
hyperplane unt il it reacheti the second hyperplane and so on. Furthermore, with only n - m 
eigellvalues freely ass ignable, many of the linear control design stra tegies are applicable 
U llder severe restr ictions. 
Til view of these, the proposed technique attempts to drive the error trajectory and 
rest ri ct it to iitay within the Ileighborhood of an n - 1 dimensiollal subspace, th e high-
es t dimension possible for vari able s tructure systems with sliding mode. Since only one 
hyperpla ne is attractive, "jagged" rnotioll in the reaching pli ase is reduced. As iii S h OW ll 
next , all the eigenvalues of A eq can be rreely assigned wit h a t least one being real so that 
the eigenvalue conslm:inl is sati ii fi ed. Hen C(~, the desigll constraint is kept at a millimum 
alld major elements in linear multivariable feedback systems design such as quadratic op ti· 
mi zation, ditiLurbance rejection, co ntroller bandwidth, etc. can be easily captured using the 
well-developed l.ime and frequency domain tools . 
3.4 Model Matching in the Linear Region 
Lemma 3.1. IJ (A , B) -is contmllable, then J OT almost any F E R m x TI , all the eigenvalues 
oj A - BF a1'e distinct 
Pmoj. See Zhou et a,l. [53] pg. G2 for a list of sources of proof. o 
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Theorem 3.2 (1vlodel Matching via Aeq). Consider the matrices A and B of the Sy.5-
tern (3.1) . Let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 hold. Let F E R mxn be chosen such that 
A - B F has all 'its eigenvalues distinct and inside the unit cit'de and has at least one real 
eigenvalue at A. Then, Aeq = A - B F if and only ifG , K , ¢, and M satisfy 
M +¢-I KG 
K ... 









Pmoj. Let F = [Fli F21 ... I Fmf, Fi E R n. It follows from Eq . (3.18) tha t Aeq = A - BF 
jf (1I\d ollly if Eq. (:3.23) or its equivalent, g iven by 
(3.26) 
is sa tisfi ed. Taking the sum of bot h sides of Eq. (3 .26) from i = 1 to m gives 
i = l i=L i=1. 
Since Eqs. (3. 5) and (3.7) must hold, the above expression becomes 
G(A - J) + (K ,£- /¢)G = GBF 
T T [A - BF - (1 - Kd¢)I] G = () 
which ilIll lies that a nontrivial :-;olul.ion G exists if and only if Eq. (3.24) if sa ti sfied. TL is 
obv ious t hat the solution is g iven by Eq . (3.25) . o 
To illustrate the use of T heorem :~.2) one may proceed as follows . F ir::;t, select Fus ing 
any linear control design strategy wi th the rest.riction t hat F yi eld::; a t least a rea l eigen value 
at A. Next, d etermi ne G from Eq. (3.25) a lld make su n' Assumption :1.3 is satisfi t!ll. '1'llf'lI, 
obtain I from Eq. (3.!J) llsinl-!; the knowledge of t he bounds on uncertaint ies 'Wo(k) . Since 
f{~ , cp , iilld (depend on Eqs. (3.7), (3.~), and (3.24) , fixin g either parame ter rixes the others. 
Som e p;llidelines on how E and I afrect the convergence rate and steady state value of s(k) 
art' ~ive ll in M i::;awa [28 ]. F in ally, M can he computed using Eq. (3 . 2:~). 
It. can b e seen from Eq. (3.7) that for a given K ,£- , the choice of sliding gains Ki , I :::; i :::; 
1Tl is IJot unique . T his suggests t hat after the matching of Aeq with A - B F is complet ed, 
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t,hese design freedoms can b e fm ther u t ilized , e .g. in avoiding controller saturat ion and 
in the des ig n of nonlinear dyn a mics outside B given in Eq. (3.14) . U nlike li near control 
laws this tech nique allows the use of lower ga in ou tside B t hrough the sate) fu nct ion which 
sign ifies a smaller chance of saturat ion a nd hence a larger operat ing region . However, forma l 
treatment of this issue is b eyond the scope of cm rent research and is no t pursued here. 
T he followi ng coro llary reveals t he rela t ion between Aeq a nd A s, which may be viewed 
as a generalizatio n of the relat ion between t,he resul ts by Furu ta [15] and Richter el al. [33] 
1.0 rnul t; ivar iable sys tems . 
Corollary 3.2. Let Uq , A'L: '" , An } be the distinct eigenvalues of Aeq and let >'n 1 -
(K r:, / cfJ )· Then, the e'igenvalues of As are {AI , A2, ,,. ,An- I, l }. 
P1'OOj. Let x .j a nd Yi be respect ively the right and left e igenvector of Aeq assoc ia ted wi t h 
e igenvalue Ai. Premultiply A eq by G gives 
In m 
GAeq = GA - "I:,11T - G"'5:)Kd ¢) = G(l- K r:, / ¢ ) 
i= l i = l 
whi ch implies t hat G is t he left eigenvector associated wi th t he eigenvalue (1 - K'5:, / 1 )' i.e. 
?J~ = G . Silnilarly, premul t iply As by G gives 
IlL 
",'1' GAs = G A - ~ l..ti = G 
i = 1 
wl1 icll im plies ih a i As has a n eigenvalue ai 1 a lld G is th e correspond ing left eige nvector. 
Sill ce A"q a nd As are rela ted by 
As = A"" + (p- I B r - 1 K G , 
usi llg t he spec tra l decomposition of A"IJ leads to 
n 
A.I· = "I:, AjX illi + cfJ - 1 Br - 1 K G 
i = l 
71 -1 
"I:, Ai ;J;1 1Ji + (1 - K y: j¢ )xn G + cfJ- 1 Br- I KG 
i = 1 
1l - 1 
"I:, AiXiY; + [(1 - K r:, j¢) xn + ¢- l Br-1 K ]Y;L 
i = 1 
T h us , both A"rt a nd As have (n - 1) eigenvalues in commo n, namely {A L, A2, . . . , An-I }. 0 
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Corollary 3.3. Consider the system (3.1) and let Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 hold. 
S uppose the cont1'Ol law given in Th em'em 3.1 is used and suppose F and the con'esponding 
G, J{, ¢, and M ar'e chosen to meet the conditions slaled in Theorem 3.2. Then, the 
tmcking eTT01' dYTwmics is asymptot'ically stable if wo (k) = 0 and BIBO stable otherwise, 
Pmoj. This is obvious in vi 'W 01 Theorems 3, I ami :3,2, o 
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Chapter 4 
Additive Uncertainties: The 
Output Feedback Case 
T he controlle r proposed in Chapter 3 ca nllot be implemented ill situations when full state 
feedb ack is not ava ilable, which is usua lly the case in practice. This chapter considers the 
output feedback case where a pred iction observer a long with uncerta inty esti mat ion is first 
p resented. Then , th e discussions will be centered a round the convergence properties a nd 
desig ll issues rela ted t,o the res ulLill g obHc rvcr-based controlle r. 
CU ll sider the foll ow ing d isncLc- tilJle lill (~ar IJllilLivrt l'i ahle sys tem wllich 1l1 ay be obt.a illed 
hy di 1;Cl'etiz ing its co ll t inuous- Litll !.! eqllivalent with sampling period fJ. t : 
:I; (k + 1) = Ax(k) + BH(k) + [)owo(k) 
y(k ) = C:c (k) + v(k) 
(4.1) 
witere :I: E R 1L is t he s ta te vec t.or , 7t E R m is tlU ! illPut vcct.or, y E R" is t he outPll t vedor, 
'UJ(j E R (I" is d ie additive uncer tain ty vector, (l,lld v E R P is t he meas urement noise vector. 
Let Wo b e decomposed into the ma Lc.:hed and unmatched portion as follows: 
(4.2) 
where V I E R (I is I,he matched uncer tainty vector, WI E R q-L is the unmatched un certainty 
\'ec to r, C/o = q + (lJ , and the dynam ics or the matched portion b e described by 
w(k + 1) = w(k) + r(k) (4. 3) 
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where r E all is the vector indicating its varia t ion. A, B , B1., C, Do , D, and D1. are per-
rectly known constant matr ices with appropriate dimen 'iolls wi th B = [B1 1 B2 1 . .. 1 Bm], 
Bi E an, and the column space of B1. E R nx(n- m) being the orthogonal complement of 
th at of B. T he objective is to fi nd a suitab le control input u(k) so t hat x (k) will track a 
known des ired trajectory xd(k) . 
Assumption 4.1. T he system (4.1) sat isfi es t he following: rank (B ) = m, rank (C) = p, the 
pair (A , J3) is cont. rollable, the pair (A , C ) is observable, and wo rk) and v (k) are bounded. 
To facili tate the presenta tion that follows , int roduce the augmented state vector 1] = 
[:17 lIITV E a n+!J. Along wi th Eqs. (4.1) , (4.2), and (4.3), the augmented system can be 
writ ten as 
[
X(k + 1)] 
w(k + 1) 
[
A BD] [X(k)] + [B] u(k) + [B 1. D1.W 1. (k)] 
o T w(k) 0 r( k) 
'-v-"' '-v-" ' v ' 
A" Ba ( k) 
y(k) 0 [:~~)] +v(k) 
Cu 
or compact ly as 
( 4.4) 
y(k ) = C(!7/(I;; ) + v(k) 
where ( E R n+q is the vedor of 11Ilcerta int.ies to this au gmented iiys tem. 
4.1 Prediction Observer with Uncertainty Estimation 
Definition 4.1. Let Wli , ri , anel Vi be the i th entry of W1. , r , and v respectively. Let 
7)(1,; ) = [i7 (k) 'u7 (k)rr be the eii tinlaLe of"7J(i: ) and i/ (k) = [xI (k) u7 (k)jT be the es t imat ion 
error, i.e . i/(J..:) = 1](k) - ij (k) . 
Since paramet ric un certa int ies are assumed absent, sta te observers that provide more 
fiex ibility over stat ic output feedback can be easily constructed. Est imat ion of the matched 
IlJl certainty ver;to r w(k) can also be performed as long as the augmented sys tem (4.4) 
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remains a t lea t detectable . A simple le mma on the necessary and sufficient condi t ions for 
the observabili ty of the pair (Aa, Ga) is given as follows. 
Lemma 4.1. Lel Assumption 4.1 holds. The pair (An, Ga) is observable if and only if 
W := . E R (n+ p)x(n+q) [A - T BD] 
G 0 
has .fall column mnk. Moreover, it is obse1'vable only if p ~ q and ra nk(D) = q. 
P1'OoI Tt is well known (Zholl el (Ll. [53]) t ha t (Aa , Ga) is observable if and only if 
[
A - AT] 
Wo(A) := a G
a 
= 






E R(n+HP)x (n+ fJ) 
has full column ra nk VA E C. 'I'he hypothesis on the observability of (A,e) implies tha t 
Wo(A) has full column rallk VA E C except possibly for A = 1 where ra nk(Wo(1)) = 
ra nk(W). Since W E R (n+p) x (n+ q), the condi t ion p ~ q is necessary for full column rank. 
Finally, it can be shown that rank(D) = q is a lso a necessary condition using Sylves ter 's 
ineqllality. o 
Assumption 4.2. The rair (AIL , GIL ) is ohservable and the observer gain ma lrix fl'l := 
[H{ H{]T with H l E R n X 1J a lld Hi. E R'j Xl' is chosen such that Aa - HaGa is Schur sla.bJe. 
Lemma 4.2. Consider lhe a'ugmented system (4-4) (md let Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold. 
q the Luenbe1:ge1' prediction observer' with uncertainty estimation 
(4.5) 
is nsed, then the obs er've T" en'OT" d:unarm:cs 
(4.6) 
-is (Ls ympto l'ically stable -if w.d k ) = 0, 1' (k) = 0, and v (k) = 0 and BlBO stable olherwise. 
Proof. T his is a standard result. See, e .g., Franklin et al. [13] pg. 250. o 
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It is known that observers wit h uncertainty es timation often yield better observation 
when tIle sampli ng rate is cOllsiderably fas ter than the dynamics of the w(k ), i.e. when 
T( k) is small. It a lso gives o ther ad vantages ill sp ite of heavier computation burden, e.g. 
the bounds on w(k) need not be known aud the estimate w(k) can ue fed forward to the 
cont.roller to redllce the effect of w(k) . 
Unlike current observer wh ich e:;t irna tes the state at the kt h inst ant based o n measure-
llIell ts up to and including the k th instant , the predic t ion observer estimates the state a t. 
t.he kth instant bas l~d on 1l1e<lsurements lip to aud including t he (k - 1}th instant . As a 
result of t his comput.at.ional delay, it might Hot ue as accurat e as the current observer bu t 
LIS a t rad e-off, it allows t he ent ire sampli ng period for co rnputal,iolls. 
Til e esti mat ion of the unmatched uncertainti es wl. (k) as well as t he use of current or 
reduced order observer a re n oL p ursued here a lthough possib le as long as the res ultillg 
syst,em rem ains observable , 
Assumption 4.3. The unknown signals wl. i (k) , rdk), and vi (k) are bounded by known 
scalars OW l i' orp an d OVi in magnitude and can be expressed as sums of sinusoidal signalB 
wi t h frequencies b elong to t.he known sets O('W1- i), n(ri ), and !1(vd respectively, T he set s 
0(- ) ~ (-rr/6 l ,rr/6 /,] may be discolll.illuolls il\ld Illay Lake inl.o acco ullt. t.he phenornc lloll 
or ali asillg wIl en components wi t. h freq uencies exceeding the Nyquist frequency w = rr / 6 /, 
ex isL. 
Lemma 4.3. Let A s.mmplion.'i ;,. J 4.2, and 4.8 hold (lwllet (3 E R1 x(n+q) be an a7'bitmry 
1'01U vector. Let (P WJ..i (z , (3 ), <P ri (z ,(:1), and 1J Vj (z , fJ) rep1'esen t the transfer' junctions !7'om 
/f) Li , Ti , and 7) i to (3iJ respec t'i'Ve/y, where they m'e obtained from the stable tmnsf er rnat7'ix 
Then in stea dy-slate, 
q[ q 
I (hi (k) I < 2: Slip Iql'IJ JJe.1w6. /', (3)Ir5wJI + 2: sup I(P r. (ej w6. t, .6') lor; 
i = 1 '» E ~ l (w _li) i= 1 wE !1(r ;J 
p 
+ I.: sup I <P v ; (e jw6. t, (3) I bv• 
i = 1 wEn (vil 





Remark 4.1. For white noise, e.g. if vl (k) is white, then f2(vd = (-7r/~t , 7f/~tl and 
sup I <P V ) (e!wtJ.t , {3) I = II <PV ) (z , {3) 100 = H.oo norm of CP Vl (z, {3) 
w EO(v\ ) 
4.2 Attractiveness and Invariance of Estimated Boundary 
Layer 
T he following is introduced in addition to Definition 3.1. 
Definition 4.2. Let the est imated sliding fun ct ion s E R, the estimated sliding sW"face 
S e Rn, and t he est imated boundary layer B e Rn be respectively defined as 
s(k) G(xd(k) - x(k)) 
S {x : s= o} 
B {x :l sl:S 1; , Q; > O} 
Theorem 4.1 (Attractiveness and Invariance of B with Prediction Observer). 
Consider' th e system (4.1) an.d let Assumptions 3.2, 3.3, 4·1, 4- 2, and 4- 3 hold. TJ the 
7n-eriiction observer slated in Lemma 4. 2 is '/Ls ed and iJ the control law is chosen as 
(t1.9) 
w-ilh r , M, Pi , K, K i , K 'E" 1;, and I:: defin ed s-im ilaT'ly as in Eqs. (3.3) th1'O'ugh (8.8), and 
q~ q 
'"'I ? L sup l q,wJ.i( ejw tJ. t ,G H1Ca) l c5w~ i + L sup l<Pri(ejWtJ.l, GHl Ca)l or; 
i= 1 wEO(w~ i) i = l WEOtT;) 
p 
+ L sup I<PVi (ejwtJ. i,G HICa)IOvj + IGH(1J (k) l , 
i = l IJJ E O( v ;) 
(,1.1 0) 
fh en B is atimcti'IJe and 'invannnl, i, e. the1'c e1;isis a ks s1Lch lhal x (k) E B Jar all k ? ks · 
Tn 7J(.ll'l'iwlar, ,§(k) asyrnplol'iwlly ap7J1'Oaches S iJ'U} J. (k) = 0, r( k) = 0, and v( k) = (J. 
Pmof. Consider a Lyap unov f1lIlction candidate V(k ) = ,§2 (k). Is (k) 1 decreases monotoni-
cally if the following inequ ality holds: 
V(k + 1) < V (k) =? [6 s(k) + 2.~( k) J 6 s( k ) < (), V.§(k) # 0 (4.11) 
where .68( 1.;) = s(k + 1) - s(k). Using Eqs. (4.9), (3.5), and (3.7), .6§(k) i obta ined as 
m m 
- L I-lf(xd(k) - il k)) - L Ki sat(s(k)/¢) - GB-L D-Lw-L(k) 
i= 1 i=l 
-GBD(w(k) - w( k)) + GXe(k + 1} - G(xd(k) - x(k)) 
= G[I - B(BTB)- l BT](Xd(k + 1) - AXd(k)) - K sat(§(k)/¢ ) 
+G[xe (k + 1) - AXe (k) - BDw(k) - B..L D..LW..L(k)] 
Tt follows from Eq. (3.11) that the first te rm in the above expression vanishes. Also, it can 
b e seen by inspecting Eq. (4.(i) that the last term may be expressed as 
whi ch simplifies .6s(k) to 
(4 . .12) 
For ,§ (k) au tside H, Eq. (4.12) represents a marginally stable first-order system which implies 
that .5(/,;) is bounded. The observer error dynamics (4.6) must finally come to a steady-
state since i t is inde pendent of .;(k). Tn s teady-sta te , the bound on GH] Cuij(k) is ~iven by 
illl!(juali ty (4 .8) with f3 repl aced by GH ,C/I' H I' is chosen La satisfy ilH!(jual iLy (4.10), then 
Sine(! 6 .§(k) in Eq. (4 .12) and I' in Eq. (4.13) are a nalogow., (,0 .68(k) ill Eq. (3.12) a nd I' 
ill Eq . (3 .9) for t he :,;Late feedback Cilse, the remaining proof follows along the l:>ame lin el:> of 
Theorem 3.1. o 
Corollary 4.1. With the control law stated in Theorem 4.1, the value of s(k) as k ~ 00 is 
uounded by 
q~ q 
Is(k) 1 < ¢ + L sup 1<p1V ~i ( ejwll L , [G O])low~ , + L sup lq,ri( e1wlli , [G 0]) lOr. 
i = l WEn(tu~i) i=l wErl(r ;) 
p 
+ L sup Iq,Vi (eJwll t , [G O]) Ic5v; 
i=l wE rl (Vi) 
Tn prwliwla1', s(k) -+ 0 as k -+ 00 if'UJ -L (k) = 0, r(k) = 0, and 1.,(k) = o. 
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(4.14) 
Fi)!; ure 4.1: Phase plane plot. sllowillg the dYlla mic region of at tract ion t3 and l.h e regioll of 
()verl a p between t3 and B at kth ins tant 
Pr·ooj. Observe that 
(11.1 5) 
It. follows from Theorem 4 .1 and Lenllna ,1.:1 t1lilt as k 4 00, Is (k)1 < ¢ and I[G Ojii(k) I 
sat isfies ineq uality (4.8) wi1.b f3 = [G 0], which lead" immed iately 1,0 inequality (4.1 4) . If 
1J) .l (k) = 0, r( k) = 0, and 'U (k) = 0, th en .§(k) 4 0 from Theorem 4.1 and ii(k) 4 0 from 
L(~mma 11.2 imply that s(k) 4 0 as /;; 4 00 . o 
The region of attraction i3 under this observer-based controller is dynamic in th e direc-
tion of G, T his is in contrast Lo the sta te feedback case where the region of attraction B is 
sta Lic. Whether i3 overlaps l3 depends statically on ¢ and dynamically 011 the term GXe {k) 
as evid ent from Eq . (4.15) . Graph ical interpretation of the dynamic region of attract ion 
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and the region of overlap for t he case n = ~ is given in F igure 4.1. As can be expected, if 
wl. (k) = 0, r (k) = 0, and v (k) = 0, B asymptot ically approaches and overla ps B as k ---? 00. 
Corollary 4.2. With the con trol law stated in Th eorem 4-1, the closed-loop tracking en'OT' 
dy1/.amic~ can be classifi ed as jollows: j 01' .s( /i:) o'utside 6. 
i(A: + 1) = Asx (k ) - Br- I K sgn(Gx + Gxe ) 
- Br- 1M xe (k) - BDi.U (k) - Bl.D l.wl.(k) ; 
anri f01' s(k) inside B, 
x(k + 1) Aeqx (k) - Br- I (M + ¢- l KG) xe (k) 
- BDw(k} - Bl. Dl. wl. (k ) 
(4 .16) 
(4.1 7) 
'wheT'e As and Aeq are defin ed sim'ila1'ly as in the state jeedback case undeT' Eqs. {3,17} 
and (.'3,18) 1'especl'i1Jely . 
P1'OOj. Noticing that x (k) = xe (k)+ i (k) = xd(k) - x (k) and by straight forward verification: 
i rk + 1) = [T - B( BT B) - l BT](Xd(k + 1) - AXd(k)} + [A - Br-1 M] x (k) 
- Br- 1 K :;a t( .~ ( k)/¢) - Br- I M :i:e(k) - BDtv(k) - Bl.D l.w,dk) 
The first t erm ill t he above express ion va nbltes ill view of Eq, (;L 11) a nd the res ulLs follow 
illlllleciiaLely from the defini tion of sat(-) fu nct ion, o 
4.3 Model Matching in the Linear Region 
Lemma 4.4. For s(k) inside 6, lhe separation pT'in cil'le ( Fmnklin el a l. fl 3j) holds /07' the 
ol!endl er1'01' dynami cs govern ed by Eqs. (4,6,) and (.1 ·17). 
P1'OOj. Since 1,he overall error dynamics ins ide B has the form 
[X(k + 1)1 [Aeq * ] [X{k)1 [*] 
T/ (k + 1) = 0 A rL - HI! Crt iJ (k) + * 
o 
2G 
T he above lemma is a natural res ult ince parametric uncertainties are assumed absent 
In the system (4. 1). Hence, for s(k) inside 8, Theorem 3.2 is applicable to ma tch A eq 
wit h a ny A - B F obtained u ing linea r control des ign strategies as long as the eigenvalu.e 
constraint discussed in Section 3.2 is satisfied. 
Similar to the state feedback case, the choice of sl iding gains K i , 1 :S i :S m is not 
unique. Several sugges tions on how to ut ilize these freedoms for the s tat e feedback case a re 
p;iven in Section 3.'1. Formal t reatment of tllis issue for the output feedback case is beyond 
Lhe scope of current research and is not. pursued here. 
Corollary 4.3. Consider' the system (4.1) and let Assumpt'ions 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 4. 2, and 4.3 
hold. Suppose the prediction observer w-ithuncertainty estimation and the contml law given 
in Lemma 4.2 and The01 'ern 4.1 a1'e 'used and suppose F and the corresponding G , K, cp , 
(Ind M m'e chosen to m eet the conditions stated in Th eor'em :3. 2, Th en, the overall eTT0 1' 
dynamics is asymptotically stable if wJ..{k ) = 0, r(k) = 0, and v(k) = 0 and BIBO stable 
(I/,h er'IVise. 
P1'Ooj. This is obvious in view of Lemmas 4.2, 4.4 and Theorem 4.1. o 
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Chapter 5 
Parametric Uncertainties: The 
State Feedback Case 
Thi~ chapt.er studies the proble m of state feedback stabilization of a cl ass of discrete linear 
rn llll.ivariable syst.ems with parametric uncertainti es using the theory of variable st ruc ture 
witli switching sector. First, diffic ulties in ensuring s t ability of discre te variable s truc ture 
sys tems with switching sector and potential stability problems with existing schemes are 
discussed. Then , a discret e variable structure control law with switchin g sector is des igned 
as all a ttemp t to overcome these ciifIi cult ies. It is shown th a t global uniform asymptotic 
stability can b e guaranteed despi te th e noninva ri a nce of switching sector. Finally, proper ties 
of llw resulting systems alld adllLissible hounds on the uncerta in t ies are compared t.o linear 
cOll t rolle rs . 
5.1 On Stability of Discrete Variable Structure Systems with 
Switching Sector 
'I'he underlying s tability problem III exist ing schemes with s witching sector is (.ha t the 
switching sector is attractive but no t an invariant set in general. This is in contras t with 
th e results in Chapter 3 for the case of additive uncertainties; where the bounda ry layer is 
an inva ria nt set and to conclude stability, it is sufficient to show that the b oundary layer is 
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Figure 5.l: T h e switching sector (region B) a nd its s UlToundings (region A) of a seco nd-
ord er system 
aWacLive and the dyna mics iW:iid e L1le bound a ry layer is stable. Due to t hi s reaso n , t here 
dre at ICii.'it two pote nt ia l s tab ility problem s with t.he use o f swi tch ing secto r. To illll :-; t rate 
t.his , let :c(k) d enote:.; the sLate a Jl(I cOllside r the second-orde r Cii.'le shown ill F il!;ure 5.1 . 
F irst. limit cycles may exist, if t hese cont rollers a re used. To show I,hi s , suppose x (k) is 
illit.ially in A . Si nce the swi tching sector is attractive, :;;(k) the n moves inLo B. Howe ver, 
th e d y nami cs in side B is stable b1l t. B is no t. invariant, so x(k) might go back into A. As 
:1"(1;;) :.;w itches b ack t.o A , if it coiu cid es wiLli <t LlY point. all its previous pat h ill A , then it. 
might. repeat its history a lld lirniL cycl es are enco un tered. 
Second , th e phenomeno n o f "u nstable switchback" pointed out l a1.(~ r by Wang et ai. [4G] 
11 lay OCC I1I". Similar to t. he case of limi t cycles , x{k) will move fro m A into B . Since t here is no 
addiLiollal con di t ion imposed on how :f;{k ) should move from A into B, Ilx(k) II might. increase 
as it. lIIoves in . Nex t, co nsider a Lyapuoov fun cL io n candida te V(k) = xT (k) Px(k) . An 
aSY lllptotica lly stable linea r dy na mics inside B means that the di fference V( k + 1) - V( k) 
2!J 
is Ilegat ive defini te , which i equivalent to say ing that if x{k) is on the ellipsoid defined 
by xT(k} Px(k), t hen x(k + 1} is on a smaller eHip o id defined by xT(k + 1)Px(k + 1). 
However , I.his does not imply tha t the IIx(k) 11 is decreasing. Since B is not invar ia nt, 
:/;(k } might go back into A with increas ing Ilx(k} ll . Therefore, it is po ible that Ilx(k)1  
increase co nt inually as x (k } switches back and forth between A into B. T his phenomenon 
is illus trated in Example 5.1 which is also a counter example to Theorem 2 of an earlier 
pa per by Wang et al. [48]. Th e nota t ions and equat ions referred to are based on that paper. 
Example 5.1. Consider a second order system described by X(k + 1) = (..4 + 6A)X(k) + 
[] O( I-.;} . Le t A = [009 g:~J, [] = rn and jj = [0.5 0.2] where 6 A = []D . Sinc B has 
Lhe form of [ 3. ]) a change of coordinates is not necessa ry and therefore, X = x , A = A, 
B = B , 0 = U, 8 2 = 1, a nd jj = D. Select the vector tha t defines the sliding hyperpl a ne 
to be C = [-0.7071 - 0.7071] where C1 = C2 = - 0.7071 so that the nominal system 011 Lhe 
hyperplane, namely X(k + 1) = (A + B(C - CA)/(CB))X(k} = [g:y g~J has eigenvalues at 
0.3 alld 1. Next , L 1 , L2 , and I C1 B. (E1t _~IL11+ I L'd ) I are comp uted to be - 1.2122, - 0.2020, 
a nd 2 respect ively. Also , select (i = 1.2 and J = O.G so that inequality (4), (12) are satisfied. 
Fiually, selec t kd = - 0.72, 0, o r 0.72 de pendiug on Eqs. (ll a), (11b), and (ll c). The 
s illnJlal ioll resul t for initial COLJd it ioll X(O) = [A] is shown in Figure 5.2. It. can Le :seen 
fro II I Fig"urc 5.2 thaI. the "ulls taLle switchLack" phenomenon takes place . 
Tll e two potent ial st.ability problems discus:sed above a re not con::;idered ill l.he paper1:i 
propo:sed by Furu ta [15] and Pall alld Furllta [31]. Til a lat r paper by Wang el al. [IJG], 
Lhey tried to avoid the "unsta!Jlc switcllLack" phenomenon . However, lhe cril.ical state-
lrI ellt IIX1 (It + 1) 11 2 < IIXdh)11 2 in the pro of of Theorem 1. in that pa per is in correct. In 
th l~ followi ng claj m, t he notat ions and eq uat ions re rerred to a re ba.-ed a nt ha t paper . The 
lIom inal system on the hyperplan e 5,' , represented by equation A.8 , is stable in which the 
~ I 
Ilomillal state moves towa rds the lIom ina l equilibrium point X~~ at eacb Lime k. However, 
th e 2-llorm of the unperturhed components of X , i. e. II X1(k} 11 may not be decreas ing be-
cause IIA LL - A12Ci LCL 11 2 may he larger than] although Al l - A 12C2' l C1 is asymptot.ically 
stable. T hus , there is no guarantee that II X L U~ + 1)112 < II Xdh) 112. 
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Figure 5.2: Phenomenon of "unstable switchback" in Example 5.1 
switching sector is considerably more involved when th e state switches be tween two regions . 
If the system has rnultiple-inputs, t.he problem m ight become more comp li cated. Tn tlIH 
llex t section, a discrete variable st ructure control law with switching sector is des igned as 
eUl attempt La sulve the problems rnent iont!d above:. 
5.2 Robust Stabilization with Switching Sector 
C()llsid (~ r the fo llowjllg discrete-tilne linear mulLiva riable system which may be obtained by 
discret.izing it s cont inllolls-time eq uivalent wi th sampling per iod l:J.l: 
:r;( k + 1) = (A + .6. A(k))x(k) + BU(k) ( 5.1) 
wllere x = [Xl X2 . . . xnfF E R n i ' the state vector , U = [U I 7.L',! ... um]T E R m is the input 
vector, A auJ B a re perfectly known co ns tant. matrices with appropriate dimensions, and 
l:J.A (k) is the time-varying pa ram etric uncer ta inty matrix satisfying the matching co ndition 
nUlk ([ B .6.A(I,;)]) = rank(B). T he objective is 1,0 find it suitable control inp ut u(k) so that 
.dk) will go asymptot ically to zero ill tlle presence of unknown l:J.A(k). 
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Assumption 5.1. The system (5.1) sat isfies the followin g: rank(B) = m the pair (A, 8) 
is controllable, a nd .6.A (k) is bounded. 
Lemma 5.1. Let Assumption 5.1 holds. Let n l, n 2, ... , nm be the Kronecker invariant of 
lhe system (5. 1) -in wh-ich 2:::::1 ni = nand defin h I, hz, ... , hm as hj = 2:::1=1 ni. Th en 
thel'e exists a nonsingular main::}; T E R Tlx n such that with a change in coordinates x = 'Tx, 
the system (5.1) can be transJonned 'into the controllable canonical fo rm 
where 















/J i(i + I) 
(i- J) zeros . r ' 
there eX'ists a nonsmgular rnalrzx R E Rm x n gwen by 
- I 
s'lLch that 




0 o o o 
o 0 1 0 0 
'-v-" ~
(i -I) zeros (m - i) zeros 
Pmoj. This is a sLalldard result. See, e.g.) Oga ta [29] pg. 704. o 
Definition 5.1. Let A := [ai j ] E R m x n, 6A(k) := [6ai j(k)] E R mx'\ F:= [Jij ] E R mxn, 
K := [Kij ] E R 1n x n, and 6A(k) be related t o 6A(k) by 
6A(k) = BR6A(k) (5.3) 
Definition 5.2. Let the switching sector co rresponding to the ith input , Wi C R ll , be 
defined as 
and the overall switching sector W C R n be defined as W = n7~ 1 Wi· 
Theorem 5.1. Conside1' the 8yslern described I,y (5. i) and let Ass'/J,mption 5.1 holds. IJ 
Ih e cunl1'Ol law is chosen as 
- RFx (k) + RUd(k ) Ud = [Urll Ud2 ... 'Udmf E R rn (fd) 
'/l,l , (/,;) { 
xh;(k) - sg ll (xhJ I.:)) ~jL=1. Kijlxj(k)1 , IXh, (k)1 > ~jL_ l Kij I;/:' j(k) 1 - . (5.5) 
(J 1 IXh; (k)1 ~ ~jL= 1 Kij lxj (k) 1 
nnrl -if 6.4(1.; ), F, (J,nd K salisfy 
(5.6) 
II Klloo ~ 1 (5. 7) 
then the follo wing hold: 
1. Fa?' 1 :s i :s m , Ja r all x(k ) tf; Wi there exists a ki > k s'uch that x (kd E Wi · 
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3. Ilx(k + 1) 1100 :S Ilx (k) lloo . 
4. The system (5. !!) is globally uniformly asymptotically stable, i.e. x (k) ~ 0 as k ~ 00 . 
P1'OOj. (1.) Subst itu t ing Eqs. (5 .3 ) and (5 .4) into Eq. (5.2) gives 
x(k + 1) = (,4 + B R6. A (k) - BRF)x(k) + BRud(k ) (5.8) 
It. follows from Lemma 5.1 that t he system (5.8) can be exp ressed as 
n 
ud; (k) + I)aij + 6.aij (k) - fij)xj(k) (5.!)) 
j= l 
for 1 :S i :S m . Consider the Lyapunov fun -t ion candidates Vi (k) = x~ ; (k) for 
1 :S i :S rn. IXh; (k) 1 decreases monotonically if the following inequality holr\!;: 
where !lxhj(k) = xh; (k + 1) - ;£hj (k). For xhj(k) > 0, us ing Eqs. (5.5) a nd (5.!)) , 
n nt 
!lxh j(k) = - 2:: Ki .i l·1:j(k) 1 + 2::(aii + !laij(k) - f ij )xj (k) 
.i = 1 ;=1 
Tt can b e seen from in equality (5.G) t.hat 6. i hj(k ) is bo unded by 
7L 
- 22:: Ki.ilx.i (k) 1 < 6.xh , (k) < (] 
)=1 
Th is implies that inequali t.y (5 .10) is satisfied fur 
7t 
'2ilt ; (k) > - 6.xh ; (I,;) =:;, Xhi (k) > 2:: Kij Ix j (k) I 
j= l 
Simila rly, for xh; (k ) < 0, it can be shown that inequality (5.10) is satisfied for 
n 
2ih,(k ) < -6.;/;h; (k ) =:;, xh;(k) < - 2:: Kijlxj (k) 1 
j= l 
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T h us, fo r all x(k) (j. Wi, the ineq ua lity 
(5.11) 
is satisfied un t il x(ki ) E Wi for some ki > k. 
(2.) Observe that for all x (k) E Wi , one has Ud, (k) = 0 from Eq. (5.5). Thus, Eq. (5.9) 
reduces to 
n 
xh; (k + 1) = 2::(aij + t:.ai.i(k) - hi)x.i(k) 
.7 =1 
It then follows from inequalities (5.ul and (5.7) that xh;(k + 1) il:; bounded by 
n 11 
I·f,,; (k + 1)1 ~ 2:: 1 (ai j + .D.aij(k) - h ,i )x j{k)1 ~ 2:: laij + t:.aij (k) - !ijllx.i(k)1 
j=1 j=l 
n 
< 2:: KijI Xj(k)1 ~ IIKll oo llx(k)ll oo ~ IIx(k)lI oo (5.12) 
.1=1 
(3.) WiLhuut loss of generality, suppose x (k) (j. Wi for 1 ~ i ~ m', and x (k) E Wi for 
1/1/ + 1 ~ i ~ m where 0 ~ m' ~ m. Since IXh;{k + III < IXh;(kll for 1 ~ i ~ m' a nd 
IXh ; (k + 1)1 < II x(k) lIoo for m' + 1 ~ i ~ m in view of (5.11) and (5.12), it is appa rent 
that th e nonstrict inequali ty IIx (k + 1)11 00 ~ Il x(k)lI oo holds . 
This relation also holds for 
where k' > ]. Tn addi t ion, it can be seen fl'OHI Eq. (5.9) thaL xi(k + 1) = xH I (k) for 
't (j. {hI , h2 , . .. , hm }. Thus, after at most n m ax sampling periods, the element of x (k) 
which contrihutes to the value of II x(kl ll oo must have left the stack. This implies tha t 
the st.ric t inequality 
il:i:(k + n Jllaxlll oo < IIx(k)lIoo 
holds whenever x(k) i- 0 which in t urn implies t hat x(k ) -t 0 as k -t 00. 
This completes the proof. o 
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Corollary 5.1. Suppose i rk ) E Wi · T hen it is possible that x (k + 1) 1. Wi. 
Pmof. J t is sufficient to consider the case of n = 2 and m = 1. Let.A = [001 0\]' B = [? J, 
and 6..4 = [0 0]. Thus, n l = h1 = n = 2 and R = [6 ~]. Choose F = [0 0] a nd 
j( = [0.2 0.2] so that inequalities (5 .G) and (5.7) ill T heorem 5.1 a re satisfied. Suppose 
i (k) = [ In. One has x( k) E W I s ince IXhl (k)1 = 1 < 2:]=1 K 1j IXj (k) [ = 2.2. Thus, 
'IttL l (k) = 0 and i (k + 1) = [1\] ' Since IXhl (k + 1)1 = 1.1 > 2:.1=1 K 1j lXj(k + 1)1 = 0.42 one 
o 
It. is ShOWli in the above corollary that Wi is not an inva riant set . Nevertheless, it is 
proven in Theorem 5.1 that the phenomenons of limit cycles and "unstable switchback" 
can not occur- the res ul t ing system is globally I1niformly asymp totically stable. The impli-
c,,lLion or this res ult is tha t the switching sector Wi should be attractive but do es not have 
to be invarian t as long as additional stability requirements can be imposed. The stability 
requirement used here when deriving the control law is to make 11 £ 11 00 decrease, although 
(.11 is may not be necessary. 
Since the control law (5.4) has a linear state feedback term -RFx (k), it is of interes t 
to colllpa re t he admissible bounds on the uncertainties with linear con t roL Tn fact, if 
:J:( k ) E W = n:~ 1 Wi , Lhe systenl is essentially linear with c1osed-lollp system maLrix 
it - BRF because all the 'lJd;(k) ':; are identically zero. The following lemma is useful for 
upcomillg discussion. 
Lemma 5.2. Let X be a block l)(lrt-il'ioned mulri:!: wilh. 
X = 
(md lel each X i j be an appmTJriatety dim ens'ioned matrix. Then for' any indu ced matrix 
3G 
]J-nonn 
II Xllllp II X12IIp 
II X21 lip II X22 lip 
IIX1m lip 
II x2mlip 
Pl'OOj. T his is a standard result. See, e.g., Zhou et al. [53] pg . 30. o 
It can be seen from Eq. (5.!)) Llta t if F = A, then t he nominal system undergoes a 
d(!adGeat. respOllse fo r x (k ) E Wand inequalities (5 .G) a nd (5.7) reduce (,0 
II t.A 11 00 < 1 (5.13) 
which is the maximum robus tness this control Jaw can achieve based on inequalities (5.6) 
and (5.7). Since system (5.2) is ill controllable callonical form , t he row sums of the clo .. ed-
loop systern matrix is always one excep t possibly for rows h1, h2 , ... , hn . It then follows 
from Lemma 5.2 that inequaliLy (5.13) is also the maximum tolerable perturbations if a 
linear control with all poles assigned a t the origin were used, i.e. let F = A and remove the 
di sCOllLillllOl1S 1J,rl(k) from the co nt rol law (5 .4). 
Fmt.ilennorc, il. is knuwll t haL t he condition (5.13) is sufficient. but not necessary because 
t. he spectral rad ill~ of' a ny matrix is less l.hall or equal to any of its indu ced-norm (Zbou el nl. 
[53] pg. ;10). T his suggests tha t the adlTli ss iLle bOHnds on uncertainties is quite cOl1 se rvat ive. 
Hen ce, one m ight wonder wha t is t.he need of having a va riable s tructure conlrol law 
wit}l sw itchi ng sector as opposed to a linear one. As is discussed earlier in Sect ion fl .l, 
t, l1 e basic motivat ion of the Lhis work is Lo show that. !:il,ability of discrete va riable st ru cture 
s'y st.(~ Il JS with swiLchiug sect.or Lha L is Ilot an in vari anL set can lw achieved b uL requires more 
careful analysis. Addit.ionally, it lays foundat ion for future research because from a variable 
st ru cture point of view, switching region can take on other shapes and not necessa rily havi ng 
th e sh ape of a sector. 
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Chapter 6 
Optimal Sliding Surface Design for 
Single-Input Systems 
Sect. ion 2.3 has reviewed several methodologies available in the design of sliding surface . 
To create more sophisticated tools, this chapter inves tigates the use of the LQR technique 
in sliding surface design for the version of discrete variable structure control proposed by 
Misawa [28J. Use of the LQR technique in sliding sector design has b een proposed by P an 
cUlt! f lll'u ta [3 1 J a long with their Vl!I'SiUli of discre te va riable structu re contra \. lL is rema rked 
ill Ul f-! paper that. if the op tima l closed-loop eigenvalu es a re strict ly com plex, solu[.ioll for 
t.he opt.imal slidiug sector cannot. be ob tained and it is necessary io reselect th e weighting 
matrix - a co nsequence of the eigenvalue consi1'aint discussed in Section 3.2. However, the 
e xist.en ce of weighting matrix Ilnder a presp(~c:ified real eigenvalue, which is called th e inver',se 
o7Jlmwl p1'oblem in this chaptl!r , is IIOt. addressed ill Lliu pa pe r . This cha pter firs t solves Lhe 
in'o e1'.';e opt'irn (d p1'Obiern construct ively by showing that a feasihle weighting ma trix a lways 
ex ists lor almost any prespecified real eigenval ue. It is t hen shown thal, finding a feasib le 
weig ht in g mat rix closest to the desired one is a constrained optimization proble m tha t can 
he solved using the least squares-convex programming approach. This chapter ends by 
giving an automated des ign procedure. 
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6.1 LQR Technique 
It is shown in Misawa [28], Richter et al. [33], and Rema rk 3.1 tha t for single- input systems, 
~he trackin~ erro r dynamics inside the boundary layer is governed by the equivalent matrix 
BG 
Aeq = A - GB (A - aJ) (G.l) 
whe re (J: = 1- (Ky:)¢) is one of t he real, stable eige nvalues of A eq according to Theorem :3.2. 
lL follows from Eq. (6.1) that the tracking error dynamics can be represented as 
i( k + 1) = Ai(k) + B it (k) (G.2) 
where 11.(k) = - fB (.4 - (d) i lk) . The LQR. performance index fo r t he system (6.2) is g iven 
by 
00 
.J = L iT (k)Qi (k) + Rit2 (k) 
k=k .• 
wllPre ks is the instant at. which the error t rajectory enters the boundary layer and Q = 
(if ~ 0, R > (l are th e weight.ing t erms. It is known that the sta tic sLate feedback cont.rol 
law fl (k) = - F i(k ) minimizes J if the feedback gain matrix is chosen a..'i 
where P = pT > 0 is t.he stabi li zing solution to the discrete- time algebraic R.icaUi f! qu a tion 
The symmetric mo L locus ca n a lso b e plotted with res pect to varying scalar R usin g the 
LqR characterist ic equation 
[ (J.:J) 
where G(z} = C (z T - A)- l 13 ami e is t ile fict itious outp ut depending on Q, i.e. Q = eTc. 
T bere are two possible alterna tives in sat isfying the eigenvalue constraint and making 
syst.em (G.2) behave like an LQR. regulator: 
1. Speci fy a desired Q and plot the symmetric roo L IOGUS using Eq. (6.3). The se t of 
possible a is given by the seglllcnts of rool loci that lie on the real axis inside the un it 
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circle. Di fficul ty arises since the existence of such segments is not known beforeha nd. 
If they exist (always the case if t he system is of odd order), a may be selected in 
accord ance with R. Otherwise t he proces ' is repeated, Since a depends on factors 
such as Kr;., ¢, and I, it is usually fi xed a ]J1'io7'i and has less degree of freedom than 
Q. The desired Q should not only give such segments, but should include that a: a ' 
well. T hus , a substantial amount of gue s work is generally needed which make t his 
approach infavorable . 
2. Specify a des ired a: depending on Kr;. , ¢ , and I and then cons tra in the weighting tenIlS 
Q and R. Even though this approach does not have the disadvantages associated with 
Alternat ive 1, its feas ibili ty should be furth er explored. T he theoretical asp ects of this 
approach- the t reatment of the so-called inve1'se optimal problem- is presented next. 
6.2 The Inverse Optinlal Problem 
Alternat ive 2 allows a to be arbitrarily specified regardless of the system (0.2). As far as 
op t imality is concerned, th e following question should be answered : Given the system (6. 2), 
is Il parlic·/tlaT choice of (Y optimal with respect to the LQR techniq'ue; that is, can a Q ~ () 
and a () < R. < 00 be fou nd such 1lw.1 lhey give r'eal closed-loop eigenval'Ue(s) at a ? Th is is 
re l'e lTed to as the inverse optimal JJTOhlem. T wo iss ues motivate the seek for a solutio ll to 
t hi s proble m: 
• Some cl asses of systems may not; possess any rea l, optim al closed- loop pole . 
• Optimal closed-loop poles lTI ay 110 1. bp placed on some real segmen ts inside the uniL 
circle for a par t. icular system. 
Thus , an ins ight ful solution is required so tha t. a reliable design procedure capable of avoiding 
Lll ese pi t fa lls can be developed. To begin wi th, consider the following definition. 
Definition 6.1. Given the system (G.2)' a: E (-1,1 ) is optimal with respect to the LQR 
ledw:lque if t here exist Q = ere ~ () and 0 < R 00 such t.lI at the LQR characteristic 
equation 
(6.4) 
gives root(s ) at z = a . Otherwise, a is not optimal wi th resp ect to the LQR t eclmique. 
Assumption 6.1. T he pair (A , B) is cont rollable . 
For convenience, let <p (a) E R 1L be defin ed as 
<p(a) = ra j - Ar 1 B 
The LQR characterist ic equat ion (6.4) can then be written as 
(u.5) 
where a replaces z in the argume nt . 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose n ~ 2, a ~ {Ad, a- I ~ {Ad, and a 1= 0 where {Ai, i = 1, ... ,n} 
denotes the eigenval11,es oj A. Th en, <p(a) rmd <p(a- 1) are nonzero column vectors and can 
n eve?· be collinear". 
Pmoj. Since both ra J - Ar 1 and [a - I T - Ar l are nons ingular and a necessary conditio n 
I()f" co lJ l. rolla bility is tha t B is no nzero it is obv io lls t hat both <p ta) and cp(a- 1) a re nonzero . 
Next., le t. X(a) = [n T - A] [a-I J - A] be the ma trix represe nting Lhe linear t ra nsformat ioll 
T: R'l ~ R n. The image vect ors X( n )cp (n) a nd X(a)cp(a - I ) are found to b e 
X( a )cp(a ) = raJ - A] [a-1 [aJ - Ar1 - A [aJ - Ar' 
+a[a T - Ar 1 - a [a T - Ar l] B 
tnT - A] [( a-1 - a) [al - Ar 1 + l] B 
a -1 B-AB (G.G) 
(G.7) 
Sill ce n ~ 2 and a necessary condition for controll ability is that Band AB are linearly 
illdependent vectors, it is obvious fronl Eqs. (LG) and (G.7) that X(a) cp(a) and X( a)<p(a- 1) 
are collinea r if an d only if 0: = ±l. T his cannot b e achieved because a E (- 1, ]) by 
Defini t iun G.1. Since the mappi ng Tis one-Lo-one and onto , this in turn implies that <p (a ) 
and <p (a - 1) call ll ever b e colli near. o 
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Lemma 6.2. S.uppose n 2: 2 and let 0: 0 7' 0:- 1 be an eigenvalue of A. Then 0: is not optimal 
with 1'espect to the L Q R technique. 
Pmoj. The LQR characterist ic equat ion (6 .5) can be expressed as 
T ( - 1)Q () BT adj (o:- l l - AT ) Q adj (o:l - A) B 
cp 0: <p 0: = = - R 
deL(o:-l l - AT) det (0:/ - A) . 
If A dues not have a ny real eigenvalue, there is no thing to prove. So , let A E R b e 
th e e igenvalue of A that 0: or (~-I is a pproaching. Since e ither one of the two deter-
Inill Cl llts above must vanish as 0: -+ A or a-I -+ A, i. e. limQ-t~<pT(a-l)Q<p(a) = 00 or 
. T - I lIl U",-l -tA <p (a )Q<p (a ) = , it is immediate that R -+ ±oo viola tes the condit ion 111 
Definition 6.1. This concludes the proof. o 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose n 2: 2 and let a = O. Then 0: is not optimal with respect to the LQR 
l.echn:iq'tLe. 
Pmo.f. The LQR charactet"is tic equation (G.5) can b e expressed as 
where n > p sillce G( z ) defined in Eq. (t.U) i:-> st rid ly proper . Multiply both nUlnera tor 
all d denominator by an a nd take the limit as a -+ 0 gives 
TI is immedi a te th at R -+ 0 as a -+ [} violates the condit ion in Definition 6.1. Th is concludes 
Llw proof. o 
Theorem 6.1. For' n 2: 2. a 'is opt-imal with 1'especl to I.he LQR technique if and only if 
0: ~ {Ai}, a-l ~ {Ai}, and (~ =f 0 wheTe {Ai , t = 1, .. . ,n } denotes the eigenvalues of A. 
P1'OOj. It, is know n (Curtis [l OJ pg. 274) that there exists an orthogonal mat ri x V = 
['/)1 ['1)2 [ ... [71nJ which orthogona lly diago nalizes Q , i.e. 
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where {qi, i = 1, ... ,11} a nd {Vi, i = 1, ... , n } are the sets of real nonnega t ive (with at leas t 
one positive) eige nvalues and corre ponding e igenvectors of Q resp ectively. Thus , the LQR 
character is t ic equat ion (G.5) may be wri t ten as 
o 
n 
cp (a) = LqicpT (a -1) vi'vT cp (a) =-R (6.8) 
i= 1 
o 
Mo reover , s ince cp (a ) and CP t a-I ) a re Ilonzero alld l1oncollinea.r vectors in view of Lemma 6.1 , 
it is hown t ha t the re exists a hyperplane {x : yT x = 0, x, Y E RTI, Y :/: ()} separating them, 
i.e. the inn er products yT cp (a ) and yT cp (a- l ) will have opposite sign. So, by choosing 
(j l > 0: qi = 0 for 2 ~ 'i ~ n, and 1)l = y, the le ft-h and side of Eq. (6.8) redu ces to 
wh iell corresponds La some R > 0 and sufficiency is verified. The necess ity t hen follows 
diredly froln Lemmas 6.2 and CU. o 
Corollary 6.1. FOT n 2: 2, almost any a E (-1,1) is optimal with respect to the LQR 
l echn-il/u e. 
PTOOj. Since the system (G. 2) is fillite-dim ens io na l, T heorem G.1 impli es that a cannot be 
equal to n + 1 isola ted points, i.c. the origin a nd t he n closed -loop e igenvalues or t.heir 
reciprocals inside the unit circle. D 
Theorem 6.2. For n = 1, a is o71 l'irnal with respect to the LQR technique if and only if 
{ 
0 < cy < min( A- 1, A) , 
max(A - 1 , A) < (1 < n , 
[1 A = 0, any a is not optimal. 
VA > 0 
(Cd) 
VA < 0 
Pr-ooj. For 17, = 1, A, B , Q , and R are scalars. The LQR characteri stic equ a tion (G .4) 
b ecOIJl es 
(G.lO) 
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Since Q a nd R are positive and fini te , the right-hand side of Eq . (6.10) is bounded, i.e. 
Clearly this inequali t.y is satisfied if and only if 
{ 
00 > a- 1 + a> A-I + A, 
-00 < a-I + a < A- 1 + A, 
VA> 0 
VA < [) 
\vhich leads to inequa li ty (G.9). Fina lly, it can be seen from (6.9) that as A tends to zero 
the region of allowable a vanishes . o 
Tn the case of 11 = 1, t.here may exist segments and even the whole real axis inside the 
unit. circle f(Jr whi ch a is not optimal. However, it is Ilnnecessary to proceed any fur ther 
I) ecause sliding surface for Hrs t order system is trivially the origin of the error state space. 
Heli ce, all discussions that follow will exclude this case. 
In ~he case of n 2: 2, Corollary 6.1 says that the available freedom for a is promising in 
which only a small finite number of isolaled points are not allowed. Thus , the two iss ues 
brought lip ear lier in th is sect ion are proved to be fabe . It can therefore b e concluded that 
AILelllative 2 is co nceivable- om: call always specify th e more important a !:iince it a frects 
bot.h the slidi ng gaill and boulllia ry layer t hickness a nd then const.rain Q alld R. 
6.3 Least Squares-Convex Programming Approach 
UlIli h the approach taken by Pan and Furuta P 1], whi ch is quite ~imilar to Altern a tive I 
where t.h e existence of rea! eigenvalue is no t guaranteed , the present approach allows both 
t he desired a and desired weighti ng matrix Cd" to be specified sim'Ullrmeou.5iy while leLl ing 
R = 1. However , in most cases this combinat iou of a, Qd, and R do not satisfy the LQR. 
characteri st ic equat;ion (G.4). Sin ce ( .I: is usually fixed (J, ]n't or-i, one way to satisfy Eq. (G.4 ) 
is hy replacing Qd with a feasible Q that is "closes t" to Qd, saLisfy Eq. (G.4), and is poi:i itive 
sem i-definite. T his sedioll is intended to solve this constrained opt imizat ion problem by 
t. l le least-!:iquares approach if possible; or otherwi se formulate it as a convex optim ization 
problem that is ame nable Lo compu ter solution . 
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Without loss of generali ty let R be normalized to uni ty a nd rewri te Eq. (6.5) as 
11 n 
L L CPi (a -1 }cpj (a)Qij = - 1 (6 .11) 
i= 1 j=1 
Definition 6.2. Given a symmetric matrix X = [Xii] E Rn xn, let V : R nxn -t Rli be a 
linear transformation defined as 
VeX) = [X LI '" Xn1 I X 22 ··· X n2 1 X 33 · ·' X n3 1 ... I XnnJ 7' 
wh ere Ii. = L~~l i , That is, VeX ) is a col umll vecto r formed by stacking up the w luHlJJ::; or 
the lower triangular part of X. Also , let t.he inverse transformation V- 1 : R h -t R nxn be 
deil ned as 
V- I (V(X)) = X 
Definition 6.3. Given th a t the k t ll entry of V(q) conlaiw; Qij, leI, f3 = [f3i] E Rh be 
defined as 
Z = J 
By Defi nit.iolls G. 2 and G,3, the LQR character ist ic equa tion (6.11) can b e wriLten as 
(G.12) 
The so lut ion t.u t.his underdeterm ined equation is given by th e sum of the no nhomogeneous 
(Illillitnum norm) aud homogeneo us solu t ions , namely 
V(Q) = - f3UP'(3) - I + N~ 
where N E R h x (h - l) is an orthonormal bas is for the h - 1 dimensional null space of ({r 
de noted as N ((37' ), and ~ E R It - l is arbitra ry. 
Definition 6.4. Let P, Q C Rh be defined as 
P {:1: : :r: E R" , V - 1 (x) ~ O} 
Q {x: X E R\x = -f3(f37'f3) - 1 + N~ , Ve E R Ii- l } 
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It is clear that a Q is feas ible if a nd only if V(Q) E P n Q , i.e. it is positive semi-
definite and satisfies the LQR characterist ic equat ion. Furthermore, to maximally r cover 
t Il e des ired weighting, the feat; ible (J should stay as "close' to Qd as possible. A judicious 
choice will be to minimize t he IIV(Qd - Q) II, which is actually the sum of squares of the h 
lower triangular ent ries ill matrix Qr! - (J. Along wi t h these definitions and motivations, 
the co nst ra ined optimiza tion problem can be formally stated as follows. 
Pro blem 6.1. G'iven a and Cd rl 'lUheTe n is opt'imal 'lUdh respect to the LQ R techniq'tte and 
V(Q (d E P , find (l Q that minimizes II V(Qd - Q)II 8'Ubject to V(Q) E P n Q. 
It has b een shown in Theorem G.l there exists a feasible solut ion to Problem G,], i,e. 
P n Q =1= 0, Tn fact, the feasible solution can be constructed through the following propot; i-
(.ion, Before this is presented, a lemma is introd uced which is necessary for the proof. 
Lemma 6.4. S'uppose n ~ 2 and 0: 'is optimal with respect to the LQR technique. Let 
M = <p(a-1)<pT(a) + <p( a) <pT (a- L), A M = <pT (a)<p(a-1) - 11<p(a)IIII<p(a- 1)IL and VM = 
11<p(a)II <p (a- 1 ) -11 <p( a-1)11 <p (a). 'Then, A M and1JM are the negative eigenvalue and corr'e-
sponding eiyenvectoT of M Tespec tively. 
Proof. It sllfH ccs to verify that M'lJM = A /vl'1)M bokk 
MUM = <p (a-I)<pT(a ) 11<p(a)II<p(a- L ) - <p (a -1 )<pT (a ) 11 <p(a- 1) 11<p(a) 
+<p(a) <pT( a - l ) 11<p(o:)11 <p (a- I ) - <p (c~)<pT(a- l) 11<p(a- L )11 <p(a ) 
<pJ'(a)<p(a - 1) 11<p(u) 11 <p(a- I ) - 11<p(a)11211 <p(a- 1)11 <p(a- I ) 
+ 1I <p (a- L)11211<p(a)11 <p ta) - <p'J'( ct )<p(a - l ) 11<p(a- 1 )11 <p{a) 
= [<pT(a)<p(a- L) _ 11<p(a)III I<p(a- 1)11 ] [11<p (a)I I <p(a- 1 ) - 1I<p (a- 1)11<p(a)] 
Mo reover. it is easy to see from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lem ma 6.1 that A M < O. 0 
'v • 
Proposition 6.1. Let {qi ,~ = I" ., ,n} and {vi,i = 1, ... , n } be the sets of eigenvalues 
(wd c07'1'esponding orthono1'7n(J,/ etgen'oectoTs of Qo, Tespectively. If ql = - 2/ AM, q2 = ... = 
(1 11 = 0, VI = 1).1\1 / llvM II, then V(C-.? o) E P n Q, 'i. e. Qo is a feasible sol'ution lo Problem (j.t. 
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P1'Oof. Since ql > 0, it is obv ious that V(Qo) E P . Furt hermore, with R = 1, the LQR 
characterist ic equation (6.8) can be rewri t t en as 
n n 
LqivT [cp(o:-l )<pT (o:) + cp (o:) cpT (o:-I )] Vi = L(/ivTMvi = -2 
i = l i= 1 
If Ci [ = -2/ AM, q 2 = ... = qn = 0, VI = vM/llvMII, it follows from Lemma 6.4 that, the 
above equation is satisfied. Titus, V((2o) E P n Q and Lhis cornpletes the proof'. 0 
Tht~ followi ng th eorem character izes the result. from the least-squares a pproach. 
Theorem 6.3. Th e unique leasl-sq'ito.res solution 
(G.14) 
'IlJh ,tch leads Lo 
minimizes IIV( Qd - Q) II· Th e resulling QR is (J, solution to Problem 6.1 if and only if 
V(Qf ) E P. Moreover, 
P100.f. Us ing Eq, (G.13)' the leas t-squares problem can be ca:,;t into the standard form: 
( T 1) V(Qd - Q) = V(Qd) + (3 ((3 (3) - - N~ 
TI. is well known (Drogan [2]) that IIV(Qrl - Q) II is uniquely Iniuitlli2ed by choosing ~ as ill 
Eq. (G.J 4), which by sub:,;titutioll into Eq. (G.13) leads to Eg. (G .15). Since the leas t-squa re:,; 
solution gua rantees that V( Qf} E Q but no t V( Qe) E P, Qf is a soluLio)1 to Proble m G.] if 
alJd only if V(QR) happens to be an element in P as well. Finally, to show that V(Qa - Ch) 
is o rthogonal LO t.he subspace N((3T) . consider the deco mposition 
where N((3T )l. denotes the orthogonal complement of N(f3T ). SUPPof:>e V(Qd - Qc) IS 
decomposed as 
T 
(;1 E N((3 ) , 
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Since N~ E N ({3T ), t.he choice of ~ cannot a ffect e2 . The least-squares solution is the one for 
which el = 0 whi ch implies that V (Qd - Qe) = e2 E N({3T )J.. . This completes the proof. 0 
In the case where t he least-squares approach fa il ', i. e. V(Ql) 1- P, Problem 6.1 can still 
b e solved via convex programming. In what follows, V(Ql ) 1- P can b e assumed so t hat the 
formulation of a co nvex optimiza tion p roblem is necessary. To set up the problem, cons ider 
the followin g lemma and propositions. 
Lemma 6.5. Lel {Xi,'i = 1,. .. ,n }, {Yi, i = 1, ... ,n}, and {zi, i = 1, .. . ,n} be the eigen-
val'ue., of symmel1"ic mal1'ices X, Y , and Z, 1'especlively, whe1'e aU three sets are a1Tanged 
in n on-increasing order. If Z = X + Y, then 
Pmoj. This is a standard result. See, e, g" Wilkinson [49] pg, 101. 0 
Proposition 6.2. P n Q is a convex set. 
Pr·ooj. It follows from Defi nition G.4 and Lemma 6,5 that P is a convex set since for all X , 
Y E R n x n wit.h X, Y 2: 0, one has V(X) E P, V(Y) E P, and 
V (AX + (1 - A)Y) = AV(X) + (I - A)V(Y) E P , 0 ~ A ~ 1 
Fllr t il erm ore, it is obvious from Definition G.4 tha t Q forms a hyperplane parallel Lo N({31'), 
Tile fact that, every hyperpl a ne in Rh is a CCHlV()X set, and the inte rsection of two convex 
se t. s is also convex concludes th e proof (Cameron [3] pg. 4). 0 
T ill! drawback associa ted with solving P roblem G,l directly vi a convex programmin g is that 
the lIumerical seaI'dJ is carried out in a h dimension a l space with const. ra int. V(Q) E P n Q. 
It. is lJ oss ible, however , to confine the search in a h - 1 dimensional space with co nstra int. 
V(Q) E P. This is accomplished by reconsidering the result from leas t-squa res approach 
alld t.he following proposition. 
Proposition 6.3. I.,el Q .. be o/dmned from Eq, (6.1,9) with ~ = ~* and V(Q. ) E p n Q. 




1. II ~R - ~ * II is a minimum. 
2. II V(QR - Q*)II is a minim um . 
4-. Q. is a solution to Problem 6.1. 
P1'OoI (1.~2.) Using Eq. (6.13) , it is st ra ightforward \'0 verify that II V(Qe-Q* )11 = I I ~R­
~ * II· 
(2. => 3.) Si nce Q for ms a hy perplane pa rallel to N ((3T ), it is obvious tha t for a ll Q wi t ll 
V(Q) E Q, V(Qe - Q) E N( (3T) . Tn add.it- ion , it. follows from T heorem G.3 Lll at 
V(Qd - (2£) ..1 N( (3T ). Using the above Gwo facts and the Pythagorean theorem, one 
has 
(G.1 6) 
If IIV (QR - Q*) II is a minimum not necessarily un ique , i.e . 
fo r all Q wi t h V(Q ) E P rI Q, Lben 1.1w fo lluwi ng inequa lit y call be obtained fro m 
Eq. (G. Hj) : 
IIV( Qd - Q)112 = IIV(Qd - Qe)11 2 + IIV(Qe _ Q) 11 2 
> IIV(Qrl - CJp)12 + IIV(Qe - Q. )11 2 ~ IIV(Qd - Q. )11 2 
T hus, II V(Qr/ - Q. )II is a m ini m um as well. Conversely, if IIV(QR - Q. )II is a 110 1, a 
rni n im ulIl, i. e . there exists (2 ** with V(Q** ) E P rI Q such t h a t 
then the fo llowing inequa lity can b e ob ta in ed from Eq. (G.16): 
II V( Qd - Qu)112 = II V(QrL - Qe) 112 + IIV(Qe - Qu) 11 2 
< II V (Qrl - Qe) 1l 2 + II V (Qe - Q. )1I 2 < IIV(Qd - Q. )112 
T hus , II V(Qrl - Q. )II is no t a rnin imu rn ill; well. 
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(S. => 2.) T he proof follows t he same lines a t he one ab ove. 
(3. <=? 4..) T his foll ow easily from t he problem statemen t . 
o 
All inllnediate conseque nce of Propositi Oil G.:l is t hat 1I ~l'- ~ 11 can b e used as the object ive 
['un ction ins tead of II V( Qd- Q) II, whi ch yields the ad va ntage of co nfining t he search in a h - 1 
dil1le lls ion a l hype rplane formed by the elements of Q. This also implies tha t the const ra int 
V(Q) E Q is satisfied naturally. The modified prob lem can be res tated as follows. 
Problem 6.2. Given a and Qd wheTe a is optimal with respect to the LqR technique and 
v ( q d) E P, find a ( that m:inirn'izes 11 ~£ - ~ II s'ubject to V (Q ) E 'P. 
T he objective func t ion and the co ns t raint ill Problem 6.2 are convex in view of tria ngular 
il1equaliLy and Proposition 6.2. fL is well known tha t this convex progra mmi ng problem has 
(l p;lohal so lution poi nt. A rich collection of algorithms are available for this p roblem, e.g. 
the ellipso id a lgori t hm (Boyd eI (Li. [1]), tlw interior-point me thods (Boyd et al. [1]), and 
the sequenti al quadratic program ming met hods [17]. The ini t ia l guess for these algorithms 
Ifl ay b e obtained from P roposition G.l. 
Remark 6.1. The constra int ill Problem G.2 call be c~t into the fo rm of linear ma trix 
il\( ~quali t.Y (LMI). To show this , let ~ = [~il amI N = [1]111]21 ... 17/1~- d wbere tIl e T/i 'S fo rtll 
;lIl or thonol'llJal bas is set i ll N ((JI') TIICIl, a p plyin g V- I (,0 E q. (G.1:J) and writing (J = Q(( ) 
'yi(!lds 
It-I 
CJ(O = _(!fr {3)-l V- 1({3) + L(iV- I (1Id 
i= l 
with cons t raint (2(0 2: 0, which is exact ly a nonstri ct LMT. 
6.4 Design Procedure 
The proposed LQR design procedure consi sts of the following steps: 
J. Compute 0:. a is com puted from prespecifi ed KE, 1;, and, using Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), 
and (3.D). ThE! value of 0 : sho uld not viola t e Theorem G.1. 
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2. Specify Qd and set R = 1. The de ired weighting matrix Qd should be symmetric 
and p os it ive semi-definite . 
3. Run MATLAB file dvsclqrl.m with input data A, B, Qd' and o. T he 
fo llowing tasks a re perfor med: 
(a) Compu te a symmetric posit ive semi-definite matr ix Q I.hat will give root at a 
and is "closest" to Qd ill the leas t-squares sense using the least squares-convex 
programming approach. 
(b) Run dlqr. m to sol ve {or the! opt.imal feedba ck gain matrix F. 
(c) Compute G using Eq. (3.25). 
(d) M a.ke sure GB i= 0 and all of tile n entries of G a re nonzero. A warning message 
will be printed if a. IIY of which is not satisfied. 
(£ !) n(~t.urll Q, F, alld G as out.put daLa. 
,1. (Optional) Fine-Tune Q and/or Q. T he following rou tes on fine-tuning a re sug-
gestecl : 
(a) Ma1Jllally adjust Q and/or n using Eq. (G.12). Wh et.h er the modifi ed Q anel/or 
1Iiod ified a is positive se mi-d efi n ite a ud/or satisfy 'I'll 'orem 0.] should be checked, 
respect i vely. 
(b ) C hange Q and/or a accordingly via th e symmetric root IOGU S using dsrlocus .m. 
Remark 6.2. Tn addition to fine-tuning purposes , t he manua l adjustment approach is suit-
ahle whell t he system order is low a lld whc lJ Q is to b e di agonal, in whi ch t ase tile positive 
svltli-defillit eness uf Q ca n be eas ily observed. 
Remark 6.3. The MATLAB Iiles used to carry out the above operations, i.e. dvsclqrl.m, 




7.1 Control of a Mechanical Systelll 
7.1.1 Additive Uncertainties: The State Feedback Case 
Example 7.1. Consider the mechanical system shown in Figure 7.1. Let m = 1, c = 2, b = 
J, sLate vector x = [ql Qt q2 (12 q3 (/3 jT, input vector 1£ = [Ul u2jT, and additive ullcerta inty 
01 disturhance vector I = [J I 1"2 h f · The conti nuOlls-Lime sta te space representation is 
g ive ll by 
(7.1 ) 
I t (I.) h(l) 
rn m 
Figure 7.1: The mechanica l system 
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where 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 0 2 0 () 0 • I 0 1 0 0 
[) 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ac = Be = Dc = 
2 0 - ~ -3 2 3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 2 :3 -2 -3 0 () 0 1 
The discrete- time equivalent of the system (7.1), obtained by applying tl through a zero-
order hold wit.h 6./. = 0.2, is given by Eq. (3.1) where A = eAcLl.t , B = .I~Ll. t eAc>'d>.Bc, 
D - ,'Ll.t AcAd'D . () - ,0 e · A f; , I.e. 
0.9605 0.1974 0.0393 0.0023 
-0.3901 0.HG05 O.38Gl 0.0333 
0.033:3 ().n023 0.9394 0.154 7 
A = 
O.301H O.O;n:3 -0.5282 (UiO '12 
O.OOG2 0.0003 0.0213 0.0430 
O.(l853 O.OOG2 0.1 421 O.3G25 - 0.2274 0.G313 
(J.O I !)!) O.IlOOO (l.OI!)!) (l.OO!)l O. nO{)O 
0.1974 (U)OO3 O.1!J74 0.0023 o.uO(n 
Cl.{)OO 1 n.Oo;} 1 0.0001 fJ.OJ G8 0.0031 
B = Do = 
O.D023 O.(jt130 O.(J023 0.1547 0.0430 
(l.ooon (J.Ol!)9 O.OOOD 0.0031 0.0109 
O.DOD3 () 15G7 0.0003 0.0430 O.15G7 
and 'UJo = [WOl W 02 woJT is ass umed to satisfy Dowo(k) = JOLl. l eAc>'Dcf((k + l).6.t - >.)d>. 
for a ll k. Suppose wo(k) = [0 sill{3.5nk.6.t) of, i.e. the disturbance is a scalar and is 
unmatched . 
The con t rol objective is to make the t racking error s mall with q2 b eing emphasized the 
DlOl'lL. Co nsider using the LQR ~echJ]ique to des ign the equivalent mat rix A e({> where the 
weighting matrices are chosen as Q = diag(lO, 0,1000,0,10,0) and R = diag(l , 1). The 







0.4 914 - 0. 4175 0.3546] 
5.9504 2.5449 4.0341 
The opt imal closed-loop eigenva lues are found to be 0.3145, 0.8427, 0.4955 ± 0.3799J·, and 
0.7591 ± O.277Gj, which satisfy t he eigenvalue cons traint. It follows from Theorem 3.2 tha t 
Ar::q can be ma tched with A - BF by fi rst lett ing l - (lC/¢) = 0.3145. Then , G is computed 
using Eq. (:3.25) to be 
G = [- 0.1394 - 0.0055 - 0.9432 - 0.1389 - 0.1600 - 0.2146] 
Next, the bound on uncertainties is selected as '1 = IGDowo(k)1 = 0.0471, wbich satisfies 
inequ a lity (3.9) b ecause IwQ} (k) 1 S 1. Since fixing either K E, ¢, or E fixes the others; 
if f( = [0.001 a.I JT , then it foil lWS from Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) , a nd (3.24) that K r:. = 0.101 
c = 0.1348, and ¢ = 0.147:3. Fina lly, M is obtained using Eq. (3.23). Since wo., has a 
frequency at 3.57r = 1 J rad/sec, good disturbance attenuation can be expected in view of the 
discrete singular value plot of the transfer fun ction from W 02 to q2 in Figure 7.2. A simula tion 
with initial state x (O) = [1 2 3;1 5 GJT and desired trajectory xd(k) = [1 0 4 0 70JT is carried 
out. <t IlG t.he resul t is showl! ill F iglll"c 7.:3. TI. is see n t ha t the B is a tt ractive a lld inva ri a llt , 
ilnd {.!;ood d isturlJallce reject io ll is a tta ined. 
Example 7.2. Reco nsid er Example 7.1 but now with initial !:lta te x (O) = [3 0 4 0 5 of', 
desired t rajectory xd(k) = [1 0 2 0 3 oV, and wo(k) = [0 0 DlT, i.e. no un certainti es. II. is 
seen from Figure 7.11 (.ha l 1IT1(kr t his ideal collditioll discrete :-;1iding mode is achievI-!d and 
I,ll(! t. racking error dynamics is asymptotically sLable. 
Example 7.3. Reconside r Example 7.2 but now the saturation te rm in the control law 
(3.2) is replaced by a linear term, i. e . sa t e~) ) is replaced by s~) so that (3.2) b ecomes 
li near. W ith all para meters remain t he same as those in Exa mple 7.2, the simulat ion result 
for thi s linear cont.roller is shown ill Figure 7.5. Tt is seen that the linear controller provides 
a mud] faster response in the ex pense of more control effort than the variable structure 
CO ll t roller. However, the result. is unrealistic because the masses ran into each other. These 
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Figure 7.2: Discrete singular value plot of transfer function from disturbance W 0 2 La posit,ion 
fJ 2 in Example 7.] 
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Figure 7.4: Time response of the mechanical system in Example 7.2 
8 
collis ions are avoided by the variable structure controller in Example 7.2 due to the use of 
lower gain ou ts ide 6. 
7.1.2 Additive Uncertainties: The Output Feedback Case 
Example 7.4. Hecollsider Examph~ 7.1 but now W:ie the prediction observer with un ee/,-
LainLy est imat ion . Suppose the Ollt.put equation is given by 
[
1 0 0 () 
y(k) = CJ:(k) + v(k) = 
(J () () 0 
[) 0] x(k) + v(k) 
1 0 : 
Let. 'UJ" b e decomposed into matched and unmatched portion as in Eq. (1.2) where D() is g iven 
ill E q. (7.2), D is a 2 x 2 identity mat rix, B.L D.L is the second colu mn of Do. W = [WO I W (J3 F', 
and 'l/! I = ['UJ .L d = 'UJ02 ' Let the dy na mics of the matched port.ion be described by Eq. (4 ,3) 
witll T = [rl r2]'r. S uppose 'UJ.Ll (l,;) = sin(J.57rk~l) , r( l,;) = [s in(21Tk~t) cos (27rk~t)lT, and 
1) (1.;) = [0 OlT, i, e. no meas ureme llt liaise is present. Consider Assumption 4.3 a nd suppose 
5G 
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Figure 7.5: Time response of the mechanical system in Example 7.3 
the following are known: 
The C(JI]i.rol object ive is to make Lhe tracking error small wi th q2 be ing em phas ized tlw 
mos t. CO lls ider us ing the LQR technique again to design the equiva lent ma trix Aeq , where 
Lhe weighti ng matrices Q alJu R are the same as those in Examp le 7.1. ConseqllcliLly, 
the feedback ga in matrix F and th e optimal closed-loop eige llvalues are the same as tb ose 
in Exa m ple 7.1. Next, let 1 - (K r)<f;) = 0.3145 so tha t G is abo the same a.s tha t ill 
Example 7.1. 
'J'IIe augmented system wi th state vector rJ = [xT 1J)T jT is described by Sq. (4.4). Le I, 
iJw obse rver ga in ma trix H" = [HT H[jT with HJ E R 6x2 and H2 E R 2 x2 be chosen as 
r l.3 :~87 2.3847 0.12G1 H(t = 
0.2138 1.136'1 0.8448 
- 0.33G8 
1.08G9 
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Figm e 7.G: Discrete singular value plot of the transfer functions from T 1, 7'2, and W J. l to 
G HI Cui; in Example 7.4 
l.11 a(. sa tisfy inequality (4.10)' first notice tlJ at the t.ransfer functions from Wn, T[, a nd 1'2 
1.0 GHl Cn7i are respectively given by 
whert! ei is a column vector with 1 in its ith entry and 0 elsewhere. Next , it is flec n frolTl 
Eq. (7.3 ) and fro m the discre te s ing ular value plots o f these transfer functions in Figurc 7.G 
t.h at 
sup I (P W.LI (e j wLl t , G HI C,,)I 
WE !!(W.ll ) 
sup I<l>rl (ejwLl t , GH]Ca)1 
wEfl(r I) 
sup l<l> r2 (e iw6. t , GHICa)1 
wE fl (r 2) 
Tll equality (4. 10) then b eco mcs 
'::=: -21·dB == O.O(j~~ 
~ - 22dB = 0.079 
"'" - lGdB = 0.158 
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P ig;lIrc 7 .7: T ilm! n ~:-lp (J n se o f th e rn ecl mni ca l system in Exa mple 7.4 
whi(:h im plies that it is suffi cie nt to let 'Y = O .:~. Since fi xing either Kr. , 4), Of' E fixes 
Ll I(! ()t,he rs ; if J( = [CJ.OO} 0.3]'1' , then it fo llows from Eqs. (3 .7), (:Ul), a nd (3. 24 ) l. ha t 
K ~ = 0.301 , E = 2.5 X 10- 3 > a nd 4) = 0. 4391. Fin ally, M is ob ta ined us ing; Eq, (3.23) , A 
sim ula t ion wlt h in itia l s tat e x (n) = [1 2 ~l /l f.j (iV' , desired t ra ject ory xrl( k) = [1 () 4 0 7 Or, 
in it ial di st urba nce 'UJ( O) = [- 2 4V, a nd observe r illi t ia l s tat (~ i](0) = 0 is carried out a nd 
the res lll L is sh own in F igu re 7.7. It is seen that. the 8 is a tt rac tive and inva ri a nt a fter 
t ile ohserver e rro r dynam ics h as reached the ::.teady-stat e, a t approxi ma t ely 3 seconds, 
M(!iu lwhil e, its perfor mance is 11 0 t as super ior as in Example 7.1 where full ::. t a t e feedback is 
a va ilab le . F m t hermore, it. is see n th a t. I,he u ncerta inty est imat ion is effect ive a nd t he system 
is ke pt BIBO sl,a bl e . 
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F igure 7.15: T ime rcspo miC of the m(~chanica l sys tem in E xam ple 7.5 
'IJ (!,:) = [0 OF, i.e . 11 0 unrn atcheu disturbance, constant rna Lched distw'bances , ami IIU IIlea-
S lJn~lnenL noise. Also, le t the ob ser ver initial state 1] (0) = [x (O)T 0 oF', i. e . no m ism a tched 
ill it ia l cO llditio]) ill t he SystC lll sLaLl!. , ,vitll al l pa ra mete rs re ln a ill the same as those in EXii tn-
pI e 7.·1, the sim ulat ion resul t is shown in Figure 7.8 . It is seen that under this ideal co ndition 
di screte s lidi ng m ode is achieved and both t he tracking a nd observer er ror dynamics are 
asy m ptot icall y stable . 
GO 
7.2 Control of a Pressurized Flow Box 
7.2.1 Parametric Uncertainties: The State Feedback Case 
Example 7.6. Consider t he pressurized flow box system (Franklin et al. [13], p.g . 788) 
descri bed by 
if( i) -0.2 0.1 1 R(t) 0 1 
i/'( t) [ UAtl] (7.4) -0.05 0 0 h( t) + 0 0.7 
tLs( t) 
'U(t(t) a 0 -1 ua(t) 1 0 
The discre te-time equivale nt of I.he system (7.4 ) , obtained by applying uc(t) and u.s (t) 
through a zero-order hold with 6.t. = 0.2, is given by Eq. (5.1) where 
0.9607 Cl.Cll YG 0.177G 0.0185 0.1971 
A = -0.OO!l8 (J.!)!)!J9 -0.0009 B = -0.0001 0.1390 
o [) 0.8187 0.1813 a 
and 6.A(/,;) is the parametric uncertainty matrix satisfying rank([B 6.A(k)]) = tank(B). 
It can be shown that the Kronecker invariant for this system is Hi = 2, 17,2 = 1. Using 
Le llltrla 5.1 , Lhe system (5.1) is trans forn led into the co ntro ll ab le canonical for m (5. 2) via a 
challge ill r..:o onlinatcs x = 1'i wh ere 
[J.DI G8 IJU1 85 (J.I!mG [) o 
T = - 0.0003 - 0.000 1 0. 1390 , A = - 0.7979 1.7935 - 0.0]07 , 
-0.1767 0.1813 O.Ol1G - 0.0025 () 0.9858 
0 () 
R ~ [:1 r B= - ().{)GIJ2 - 0.~G42 0 
By Definition 5.1 , one has 
A = [ai)] = [-0.7979 1.7935 -00107] 
-OJ)025 0 0.!)858 
01 
Let the d es ired eigenvalues b e 0. 2 and 0.1 ± 0.3 j . The corresponding feedba ck gain matrix 
F is fo und to b e 
[
- 0.6978 1.5937 0.00G6] 
F = [iij] = 
-ll.0052 0.0085 0 .7850 
Suppose t he t ime- vary ing pa rametric uncertainty matrix is given by 
6. A (k ) = [i:.aij (k)] = n.2 x [ 
- 1 sgn(cos(2ki:.t)) 
sgn(s in(3k6.t)) - 1 
where max(6.aij {k)) = 0. 2. To sat isfy inequality (5.6), it suffices to choose 
It then follows t. h a t 
[
0. 3101 (H()!Hl 0.2273] 
J( = [K ij] = 
0.2127 0.2185 0.4102 
and IIKlloo = 0.9473 < 1, which impli es that inequa lity (5.7) is satisfi ed. A s imulat ion 
wit h initia l state x (O) = [1 2 3]1' is carried out and the result is shown in Figure 7.!J. It. 
is SCC!] tha t. t. h e system is globally IIIJ ifonn ly asym pto t. ically stable in the prese llce o r tlw 
pe rt urbat ioll i:. A(k). Abu, the cOlltrol d rorL is q u ite high because th e poles a re pl acec.l llear 
La the ori g in. 
7.3 Sliding Surface Design for a Double Integrator Plant 
Example 7.7. Consider a uClIJhle illLcgrator pla nt desc ribed hy 
The corresponuing discrete-time system obta ined using a zero-order bold wi th 6.t = 0.1 IS 
g iven by 
:J;(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B'U( k) = [1 
U 
02 
0.1] [0.005] x(k) + 11(1.:) 
1 O.l 
2 2 10 
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Figure 7.9: Time response of the pressurized How box in Example 7.0 
Let , = 0.05 alld ( = 0.1. It foll ows from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) that K"L. = ,+ 26.tf = n.07, 
(j; = ,+ 26. /,( = D.DG , and C\' = I - (1<>-: / 1;) = - O.lGG7. Theo rem G.I is sat isfi ed s in ce (y is 
IJ()Ilz.c rn and lI o t; equal to a ny (~ige llvalue of A. Suppose t he des ired weighting matrices a.re 
clJUSC lI as CJrl = rli ag( 1 x ][)(j, 0) alld R = I . Tlw subsequent step is p erformed in M ATLAB 
llsing dvsclqrl.rn: 
» Qd=[le6 0;0 0]; 
» [Q,F,G]=dvsclqrl(A,B,Qd,alpha) 
Least-squares approach is used 
Q 















-0 . 3820 % if use Qd, both eigenvalues are not equal to alpha 
Not ice t hat in thi s example the least-squares approach is Ilsed to find the closest feasible 
Q. rr Qd is to be used , then a must be chosen as either - 0.0557 or - 0. 3820. 
Example 7.8. R. ~co nsi der the d o uhl(~ integrator pla nt in Exa mple 7.7. Suppose all t he 
cont ro ller parameters rernain unchanged excep t for Qd where now Qr/ = diag(l x 105 , 0). 
Again , the subsequent step is pcrfonlled in MATLA B using dvsclqrl.m: 
» Qd=[le5 0;0 0); 
» [Q , F,GJ=dvsclqr1(A,B,Qd,alpha) 
Convex programming approach is used 
q 










-0.1667 % this is alpha 
-0.1766 
» eig(A-B*dlqr (A,B , Qd,l) 
ans = 
0.0639 + 0.2985i 
0.0639 - O. 2985i % if use Qd, both eigenvalues are strictly complex 
No t, i c(~ tha t in t his example the CO IJ VI~X progra rnrning approach is used to find the closes t. 
ft~as i b l e Q. The desired Qr/ can never be used b ecau e the d osed-loop eigenvalues a re stri ctly 




A state feedback discrete variable st ructure control technique for linear multivariable sys-
Lems with additive uncertainties is developed . T\, is shown that the boundary layer under 
t.he control law is attractive and invariant . Also, model matching in t he linear region i~ pos-
sible as long as the eigenvalue constr·u-int is satisfied. Furthermore, the benefits of using one 
llyperplalle over multiple hyperplanes in discrete variable structure systems are discussed. 
T he res ulting system is foulld to be asymptotically stable if no uncerta inties are present 
all d BTBO ~table otherwise. 
FOI' pract ical reasons, the use of a preclicLion observer with uncertainty cst irn aLio ll IS 
propo .. ecl. lL is shown th a t the estimated boundary layer is attractive and invar iant a fter 
the observer bas corne to a steady-state a nd model match illg in the linear reg ion is possible 
as ill the state feedback case . The res ulting system is found to be asymptotica lly stable if 
I. here is 110 unma tched un ce rLclirll.ies , no noise, an d the matched ull certainties are CO ll sta nt 
lJi as. Otherwi se, the res ulting system is BTBO stable. 
For linea r mul t i variable systems with parametric u llcertai nties, Lhe concept of switching 
sector is used and a control law capable of avoiding the potent ial pitfalls associa ted with 
('xisLing schemes is developed. It is showll that the switching sector should be attractive bUL 
does \lOt. have to be illvar iant as long as additional sta bility requirements call b(~ imposed on 
the system. The resulting system is found to be globally uniformly asymptoti cally stable 
ullder certain conditioHti. However, th e admiss ible bounds of uncerta inties obta ined are 
6· ... ,)
fou nd to be conservative. 
The use of LQR technique in sliding surface design for single-inpu t systems is examined 
in detail s. I t is shown that one can always specify the real eigenvalue related to the sliding 
gain a nd b oundary layer t hickness and then constrain the weight ing matrix. The least 
squares- convex progranHuing approach is then used to solve this constra ined optimizatio n 
problem. This leads to t he development of an a utomated optimal s liding surface design 
procedure. 
To illustrate the effect iveness of the proposed control techniques and sliding surface 
procedure, three examples are presented, llamely the control of a mecha nical system an d a 
pressur ized flow b ox as well as the ::;Iiding surface design for a double integrator pla it!,. 
Suggest ions for fut.ure research include: 
• lnvest igat ion of the possibility of ext.ellding the results on systems with additive un-
certainties Lo the nonlinear case, perhaps with a nonlinear sliding surface S = {x : 
s( :.c ) = 0, S E R}. 
• Invest igat ion on the use of ava il able freedoms among t he sliding gains f(i's to a.void 
co ntroller sat,m at ion and 1,0 improve the nonlinear behavior of the dynamics outside 
the boundary layer. 
• Tllve~tigat,iol1 of the pos:,;ib il ity of extending the results on swit,cliing sector to the 
outpu t feedback case, as well as the use of swit.ching region not neeessarily having the 
sbape of a sedo r to improve t.h e ad miss ible boullds on uncertainties. 
Go 
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Appendix: MATLAB Files 
dvsclqr1.m 
% LQR Technique in Sliding Surface Design using Least Squares-
% Convex Programming Approach 




% A,B=Single input plant in state space form 
% qd=Symmetric positive semi-definite desired weighting matrix 
% alp=l-K/phi, valid range is -l<alp<l, alp-=O, alp-=eig(A), 
% and l/alp-=eig(A) 
% q=Symmetric positive semi-definite weighting matrix that gives 
% root at alp and is closest to Qd in the least-squares sense 
% F=Optimal feedback gain matrix corresponds to Q and R=l 
% G=Row vector defining the sliding surface 
% 
% Note : Which approach is used will be displayed 
% Note : Warning message will be displayed if the dimension of G is 
% greater than 1 or G*B=O or some entries in G is zero 
function [q,F,GJ=dvsclqr1(A,B,Qd,alp) 
global bet xiI N 
error(abcdchk(A,B)); 
if size(B,2)-=1 
error('Must be single input'); 
elseif any(eig(qd)<-eps*norm(qd,l»)I (norm(qd'-Qd,l)/norm(qd,l»eps) 
error('qd must be symmetric and positive semi-definite') 
elseif abs (alp) >=1 I alp==O 'I any(alp==eig(A» I any Cl/alp==eig (A» 
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Q=vecsym( -bet*inv (bet' *bet)+N*xi I -1) ; 
disp('Convex programming approach is used') 
end 
F=dlqrCA, B I Q, 1) ; 




disp('Warning: The dimension of G is greater than 1') 
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elseif G*B==Q I any(abs(G)<eps) 




% LQR Technique in Sliding Surface Design using Least Squares-
% Convex Programming Approach 




% Note: To be called by internally dvsclqrl 
function [f,g]=dvsclqr2(xi) 




% Discrete-time LQR symmetric root locus 





% A,B=Single input plant in state space form 
% Q=C'*C=DLQR weighting matrix 
% C=plant/fictitious output matrix 
% Gnum/Gden=Single input plant/fictitious 
% transfer function=C*inv(zI-A)*B 





error('Must be single input') 
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end 
if any(eig(Q)<-eps*norm(Q,l»I (norm(Q'-Q,l)/norm(Q,l»eps) 



















!. Vectorize a symmetric matrix and the reverse 




!. x=symmetric matrix 
!. y=column vector stacking columnwise the lower triangular 
% elements of x 
% ver=-l: 
!. x=column vector stacking columnwise the lower triangular 
% elements of y 






error('x must be square') 
elseif (norm(x'-x,l)/norm(x,l»eps) 










if size(x,2)-=1 I n==[] 
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